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IMPACT ON RAILWAY BRIDGES
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Object and Scope of Investigation.-The object of this investi-
gation was to examine the literature on the subject of impact on rail-
way bridges; and to study critically certain points of particular in-
terest, with the purpose of contributing to the progress of the work
and of indicating ways and means for future investigation. This study
consists of five parts:
(1) A summary of the three most important investigations into the
subject of impact, namely,
(a) Report of Committee on Impact, Proceedings, American
Railway Engineering Association, Volume 12, Part III, 1911;
(b) Report of the Bridge Stress Committee, Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, London, 1928;
(c) Impact on Steel Railway Bridges of Simple Span, J. B.
Hunley, Proceedings, American Railway Engineering Association,
Volume 38, 1936.
(2) An appraisal of the work which has been done and a statement
of the most important work which remains to be done, together with
a statement of the portion of the latter which is contained in this
investigation.
(3) An explanation of the method of analysis used in this in-
vestigation.
(4) An investigation by means of analysis and experimentation
into such questions as
(a) the use of the sine curve for the deflection curve of a
bridge in the analysis for center oscillations;
(b) the representation of a locomotive by a single axle load in
the analysis of bridge oscillations;
(c) the use of the ordinary theory for the forced vibration of a
spring to compute the amplitude of oscillations due to hammer
blow;
(d) the nature of the dynamic effect of a series of smoothly-
rolling loads, called speed effect;
(e) the effect of the phase angle of the hammer blow upon the
oscillations;
(f) the dynamic effect of a series of wheels with hammer blow
and damping force.
(5) A discussion of the work which remains to be done, together
with methods of procedure indicated by the results of this investigation.
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II. REPORT OF THE AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING
ASSOCIATION SUB-COMMITTEE ON IMPACT, 1911*
3. General Description of Tests.-The report of the American Rail-
way Engineering Association's Sub-Committee on Impact, 1911, con-
tained an excellent discussion of the various factors contributing to
impact. It described a series of field tests extending over a period of
four years, and presented the results with a recommended impact
allowance.
-"Report of Sub-Committee on Impact," Proceedings, A.R.E.A., Vol. 12, Part III, 1911.
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Forty-five bridges of the types and spans shown below were tested.
Plate Girder Bridges Number Tested
U nder 50 feet..................... ............ 7
50 to 75 feet ........... ......... . ............ 8
75 to 100 feet..................... ............ 6
Truss Bridges Number Tested
U nder 100 feet................... ............. 1
100 to 150 feet................... ............ . 12
150 to 200 feet.................... ............ 6
200 to 250 feet.................... ............ 3
O ver 250 feet .......... ........ . ............ 2
The truss bridges were for the most part open-floor, through, pin-
connected, single-track spans. Most of the plate girders were open-
floor, deck, single-track spans. The information given for each bridge
included the general dimensions, the make-up of the members and the
design live load.
The test trains consisted of a locomotive and a few cars, usually
enough to cover the bridge. Complete information was given on the
locomotives and cars used in the tests. There were forty different
types of locomotives with a wide range of weights and hammer blows.
The locomotive-plus-tender weights varied from 230 000 to 420 000
pounds, with the majority over 300 000 pounds. The total hammer
blow at 5 r.p.s. varied from 0 up to 80 000 pounds. Several balanced
compound locomotives and two electric locomotives were also used;
neither of these types had hammer blow.
In the field, records were taken of the center deflection of the
bridges at slow velocities of approximately 10 m.p.h.; at this velocity
impact effect is negligible. These were called crawl deflections, and
were considered to represent the static deflections. Crawl-deflection
records were made immediately before and after taking on coal and
water so that the weight for any series of test runs could be obtained
by interpolation. Records for dynamic effect were made at a number
of gradually increasing velocities up to the maximum obtainable, which
was usually about 60 to 70 m.p.h.; however, test runs were made at
as high as 100 m.p.h. in some instances. Records of the deformation
in the various types of members of a bridge were made simultaneously
with the deflection records. Each of the records showed a base line, a
wavy line of center deflection, or strain, and a scale line drawn on the
record by hand. The length of this scale line was equal to the maximum
static deflection or strain which was obtained experimentally from the
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crawl record. The velocity of the train was taken by observers with
stop watches, stationed on a measured base line. The report states,
"It was the purpose to secure data, so far as possible, that would give
the desired information by direct comparison, only, and without de-
pending on calculations."
4. Results of Tests.-The chief causes of impact enumerated in
this report were:
"(1) Unbalanced locomotive drivers
(2) Rough and uneven track
(3) Flat or irregular wheels
(4) Eccentric wheels
(5) Rapidity of application of load
(6) Deflection of beams and stringers, giving rise to variations in
the action of the vertical load."*
The report stated that impact is caused primarily by the first of
these factors. The rotating weights on the drivers cause a periodic force
which tends to produce cumulative oscillations.
Sample records were given in the report and the results of all the
test runs were tabulated. These tabulated results for each run showed
the velocity in miles per hour of the locomotive, the value of the
maximum ordinate for deflection or strain in hundredths of inches,
the value of the crawl ordinate corrected for coal and water loss, and
the percentage impact. The percentage impact was computed by sub-
tracting the crawl ordinate from the maximum ordinate for any run,
and dividing by the crawl ordinate. Diagrams were given in the report
for each bridge and locomotive tested, showing the impact percentages
obtained from deflections as ordinates and velocities as abscissas.
These percentages, of course, contain all the other impact effects as
well as that due to hammer blow.
5. Determination of Recommended Impact Allowance.-The rec-
ommended impact allowance was based on the percentage increase of
a fast run over a crawl run for center deflections and for the elongation
or compression of the chord and the web members as indicated by the
extensometer records. It was concluded that the strain measurements
for the main truss members and for the flanges of the plate girders
were representative of the general impact effect in all the members,
and hence provided a simple means of expressing the impact allowance.
The values of the maximum percentage increase of the strain for these
*See footnote, page 8.
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members, based on the crawl-strain measurements, were plotted as
ordinates with the spans of the bridges as abscissas. The curve that
enveloped all these values was expressed as,
100
I=
L 2
20 000
in which L is the loaded span length and I is the percentage of the
live-load stress to be added for impact. The curve of this equation is
compared with other impact curves in Fig. 1, page 15.
III. REPORT OF THE BRIDGE STRESS COMMITTEE,
GREAT BRITAIN, 1928*
6. General Description of Tests.-The report of the Bridge Stress
Committee of Great Britain consisted of a description of extensive
field tests, and a complete exposition of a new impact recommendation,
together with a description of the method by which it was obtained.
In addition, extensive theoretical investigations were made under the
direction of C. E. Inglis of Cambridge University.
The report listed the following items under "Nature of the Prob-
lem" to be studied by the committee:
"(1) To establish a relation between the pulsating forces which are
exerted by a locomotive when traveling at speed, and the consequent
oscillations and stresses in the bridge.
(2) To measure any stresses and deflections that are due to the
dynamic action of moving loads, unconnected with the hammer blow
of locomotives.
(3) To express the probable impact effect on bridges in a form
suitable for general use by designers, either by means of a formula,
or otherwise.
(4) To investigate the characteristics of locomotives and the pos-
sibility of modifying their design, with a view to reducing impact
effects."*
Under the title "Object of the Tests" the report listed the following:
"(1) Comparison of the deflection records made on each bridge when
the same engine was run at different speeds, in order to find at what
frequency maximum oscillation was produced, and whether or not this
*"Report of the Bridge Stress Committee." Department of Scientific and Industrial Re-
search of England. Published by His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1928.
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oscillation was due to some degree of synchronism. Sets of runs, at a
graded series of speeds, were made on each bridge with various engines.
(2) Comparison of records made on each bridge by different loco-
motives at the same frequency, in order to see whether the effects pro-
duced are proportional to the pulsating forces exerted by the respective
locomotives.
(3) Comparison of the records so produced with the curves pre-
dicted by theory. This allowed some estimate to be formed of the
damping coefficients and other factors which affected the observed
results.
(4) Comparison of stress records obtained in various members of
the bridge with the records of central deflection, in order to ascertain
how far the increase of stress due to vibration is proportional to the
increase of the deflection.
(5) Measurement of deflection in the girder and of stress in its
chief members under a known distributed load, to enable the impact
effect measured by stress or deflection to be expressed as an equivalent
distributed load on the bridge.
(6) Examination of the effect of special features in the design of
the bridge and of track conditions on the recorded stresses and de-
flections."*
Fifty-two bridges of the spans listed below were tested:
Plate Girder Bridges Number Tested
U nder 50 feet .......... ...... ... ......... .... 19
50 to 75 feet..................... ............ . 11
75 to 100 feet .......... ......... ............ 4
Truss Bridges Number Tested
U nder 100 feet.................... ............ 1
100 to 150 feet................ .. .............. 8
150 to 200 feet .......... ........ . ............ 3
200 to 250 feet .......... ......... ........... 2
O ver 250 feet .......... ......... ............ 4
Complete information, which includes a small plan, elevation, and
section, length, depth, total weight, and the loaded and unloaded
frequency was given for these bridges. The loaded frequency was
measured with a locomotive weighing 107 tons placed at the center.
Nearly all were double-track bridges. There was a great variety in
the web systems and sway bracing of the trusses. One of the trusses
had a lattice web, several had diagonals over two panels similar to
*See footnote on page 11.
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Whipple trusses. The shorter spans had the usual Warren and Pratt
web systems. It appears from the sketches that it was not common
practice to use lateral bracing in the plane of the floor.
Complete information was given on the locomotives used in these
tests. This included the axle loading and spacing, hammer blow of the
whole locomotive and for each axle, with phase angle. A number of the
locomotives had inside cranks. The locomotive-plus-tender weights
used in these tests varied from 150 000 to 350 000 pounds, with the
majority about 220 000 pounds. The hammer blow for the whole
engine varied up to 40 000 pounds at 5 r.p.s. The engines were chosen
with special regard to the relation between hammer blow and engine
weight. Either one or two engines formed a test train without any cars
following. The report stated that the cars had a damping effect on the
oscillations. In addition to the information on the locomotives used in
the tests, the report gave general information on all types of loco-
motives in use at that time (1928) in Great Britain.
Tests performed on each bridge were as follows:
(1) Calibration tests to obtain the relationship between load and
center deflection. For long bridges one or two engines coupled were
used.
(2) Frequency measurements were made with an oscillator on the
bridge unloaded, and also with a locomotive standing in several
positions.
(3) Tests were made with the locomotives running over the bridges
at velocities varying from 8 m.p.h. to the maximum attainable. Center
deflections and the strains in the members were measured for each
run.
Test runs were made in the field using trains assigned for the pur-
pose. Records were made of the center deflection of the trusses and
girders, and extensometer records were taken of the strains in the
girder flanges and in the individual members of the trusses. The
records showed a time scale, a wavy line of center deflection, or strain,
and a mark made by a trigger arrangement attached to the rail. The
trigger mark on the deflection or strain diagram indicated the position
of the front wheel of the locomotive on the bridge. By means of a
wire attached to the driver opposite the counterweight, which made a
mark in a clay trough beside the rail, it was possible to mark on the
diagrams the position of the maximum value of the resultant hammer
blow of the locomotive. Only a few selected records were shown in
the report.
Records were also made of the deflections caused by an oscillator
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fastened to the center of the bridge, which caused a hammer blow of
variable magnitude and frequency.
7. Results of Tests.-The report presented the data in the form of
redrawn deflection and strain records. In comparing the deflection
records made on each bridge, the report showed sets of deflection
curves for six different bridges. Each set of curves was made with the
same locomotive crossing the bridge at a number of velocities. There
were 'also a number of diagrams for these bridges with the maximum
amplitude of oscillation plotted against the r.p.s. of the drivers.
In order to check the computed and measured deflections for
bridges on which cumulative oscillations occurred, the full curves
showing computed and measured deflections of a 262-foot single-track
bridge were compared.
The report compared the computed and measured center deflections
for short spans and floor beams where there were no cumulative oscil-
lations. The examples were floor beams and plate girders up to 73
feet in length.
The computed deflection was also checked by measuring the deflec-
tion of an experimental bridge and load. The bridge was a steel bar
with a span of 12 feet, and an unloaded frequency of 5.7 cycles per
second. The ratio of the weight of the load, a single wheel, to the
weight of the bridge was 0.4. The magnitude of the hammer blow was
not given. One experimental deflection curve was shown with the com-
puted deflection superimposed.
A table of damping coefficients was given in the report. There were
three sets of values given, one for high-, one for medium-, and one for
low-frequency bridges varying with the span length. The report stated
that these values were determined from the rate at which the bridge
oscillations died out after the passage of a locomotive. Presumably
the ordinary theory for a simple spring with velocity damping was
employed.
The conclusion of the report was that the deflection records might
represent the impact effect on the chords of bridges over 100 feet in
span length.
The report gave the results of tests made on five bridges to de-
termine the distribution of impact stresses in the web as compared with
those in the chord. One, for which nearly all the web members on one
half of the bridge were tested, was a 210-foot Whipple truss. For the
other four, the stress was measured in only one or two web members
of each bridge.
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FIG. 1. VARIOUS IMPACT ALLOWANCES FOR RAILWAY BRIDGES
8. Determination of Recommended Impact Allowance.-The ex-
perimental data of the Bridge Stress Committee was similar to that
of the A.R.E.A. 1911 report, although a different use was made of it
in arriving at an impact allowance. The field observations were made
to substantiate the theoretical derivation of the recommended impact
allowance. The allowance was expressed in tables of equivalent uni-
form load (live load plus impact) for shear and for moment. The
values in the tables were calculated from the theory developed by
C. E. Inglis, into which certain constants, based on experimental data,
were introduced. Inglis derived a theoretical expression for the center
deflection of a bridge due to the hammer blow of an idealized loco-
motive fixed in position with its wheels skidding. The maximum value
of the center deflection was calculated, and the static uniform load
which would cause this deflection at the center was the required uni-
form load in the table, for live load plus the effect of the unbalanced
drivers.
Various combinations of the data were introduced into the theory,
and the center deflections were calculated in order to obtain the values
given in the tables. Curves were drawn showing the relationship be-
tween the uniform loads which would cause these maximum center
deflections and the span length. The values in the table were taken
from the enveloping curves of all combinations.
Curves derived from these tables are shown on Fig. 1, above.
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The A and B locomotive loadings are heavy and medium weights with
small hammer blow. The C loading is a light locomotive with large
hammer blow.
IV. IMPACT IN STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES OF SIMPLE SPAN*
9. General Description of Tests.-The investigation made by J.
B. Hunley consisted of tests made in the field, an analytical investiga-
tion, and a recommended impact allowance for design purposes.
Tests were begun in 1931 by the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago,
and St. Louis Railway on a number of bridges which were in good
condition, but which were limited as to usage when rated by the ac-
cepted impact requirements of the time. The work was originally
undertaken only in order to determine the effect of the impact on
these bridges, fifteen in all, before recommending replacements. Later
the tests were extended, and, in combination with an analytical in-
vestigation, formed the basis for a new A.R.E.A. impact allowance for
design purposes.
The bridges tested in this investigation were as follows:
Plate Girder Bridges Number Tested
U nder 50 feet..................... ............ 2
50 to 75 feet.................... ............. . 12
75 to 100 feet................... ............. . 11
125 feet ................ ......... ............ 2
Truss Bridges
Under 100 feet......
100 to 150 feet......
150 to 200 feet......
200 to 250 feet......
Over 250 feet.......
Number Tested
. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
The bridge data consisted of a line diagram of each bridge tested,
with the principal dimensions, chord sections for trusses, and flange
and web sections for plate girders. The specifications and live loads
used in designing the bridges were given. The design live loads varied
from E-30 to E-70 so that there was considerable latitude in the dead
weights. All but one of the bridges were single track. Of the girder
bridges, 19 had open-floors and 8 had concrete decks with ballasted
floors. There was a considerable amount of derived data on frequencies
and deflections.
*"Impact in Steel Railway Bridges of Simple Span," J. B. Hunley, Proceedings of American
Railway Engineering Association, Vol. 37, 1936.
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Complete information was given on the locomotives used in these
tests. This included the axle spacings and loadings, the frequency of the
locomotive springs, details of the drivers and reciprocating parts,
the hammer blow per wheel, and the total for the locomotives. For the
most part, deflection records were taken during the passage of regu-
larly scheduled passenger and freight trains which consisted of a
locomotive-plus-tender and a string of cars. In a few instances a
special test train was used. The weights of the locomotive-plus-tender
used in these tests varied from 351 000 to 846 000 pounds, and the
total hammer blow for all drivers varied from 20 000 to 75 000
pounds at 5 r.p.s.
In the field, records were made of the center deflection of the
bridges with a deflectometer. The deflectometer records showed a time
scale, a wavy line of center deflection, and a mark indicating the
position of the front axle of the locomotive on the bridge in relation to
the deflection diagram. The weights of the cars and their contents
were obtained from office records, and the weight of the tender was
ascertained from the coaling reports.
10. Results of Tests.-The causes of impact listed in this report
were:
"(1) A periodic alternating force, produced by that portion of the
counterweight on the locomotive drivers which has been provided to
counterbalance a portion of the reciprocating parts.
(2) Low joints or other irregularities in the track, and eccentric
or rough wheels of the locomotives and cars.
(3) Smoothly-rolling loads, such as electric locomotives.
(4) The vertical oscillation of that portion of the car which is car-
ried on the springs.
(5) The rolling or swaying of the locomotive and cars. While the
force so produced may, under certain conditions, be periodic in nature,
it can well be considered as a static force, and be provided for by an
addition to the static live load."*
The report dealt principally with the hammer-blow effect. The
results of the field tests were used to obtain working data, including
damping coefficients, for use in the theory derived by Inglis, who con-
ducted the analytical work for the Bridge Stress Committee. The
theory of Inglis was used by Hunley to compute the recommended
impact allowance.
In the field tests made for this report only the center deflections
*See footnote on page 16.
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were recorded. Sample records were given and the results of all the runs
were tabulated.
The tabulated results for each run gave information concerning
the locomotive and tender, the number of cars, the computed static
live-load deflection, the loaded frequency, the r.p.s. of the drivers, the
maximum semiamplitude of the oscillation, and the percentage impact.
These data provided the information for the drawing of two dia-
grams for each bridge tested. The first diagram had the maximum
semiamplitude of oscillation as ordinates and the r.p.s. of the drivers
as abscissas. The second diagram had the dynamic magnifier plotted as
ordinates to the r.p.s. of the drivers as abscissas. Curves were drawn
through these plotted points, the general shape of the curves being de-
termined by the theory for the forced vibration of a spring with ve-
locity damping. The damping coefficient for the spring curve fitting the
plotted points was taken as the damping coefficient for the bridge.
11. Determination of Recommended Impact Allowance.-The
method used in this report for determining impact allowance for use
in designing bridges may be divided into two steps.
(1) The oscillations obtained experimentally with known locomo-
tive and bridge characteristics were used in the analysis to obtain values
of the bridge damping factors. The experimental work plus the analysis
then furnished values of damping factors for different span lengths.
(2) Designs were made using the A.R.E.A. Specifications for Steel
Railway Bridges, with a special locomotive loading and an estimated
impact; then the oscillations were computed by the same analysis as
in (1), using the derived damping factors.
The designs were revised until the impact assumed in the designs
coincided with the impact computed by the analysis. These impact
values, derived analytically using the experimental damping factors,
formed a basis for the new A.R.E.A. impact allowance.
The theory involved in this investigation* was based on the work
of Inglis of Cambridge University, who conducted the analytical in-
vestigation for the Bridge Stress Committee. For purposes of analysis,
the bridges are divided into three groups:
(1) Short spans-less than 20 to 20 feet in length
(2) Intermediate spans-30 to 175 feet in length, with
(a) no spring action of the locomotive;
(b) possible spring action of the locomotive on spans of 100
to 125 feet in length
(3) Long spans-more than 175 feet in length.
*"A Mathematical Treatise on Vibrations in Railway Bridges," C. E. Inglis, Cambridge
University Press, London, 1934.
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The results of these tests, when taken with the analysis, formed a
basis for the impact allowance in the A.R.E.A. Specifications for Steel
Railway Bridges which were adopted by the American Railway Engi-
neering Association in March, 1935.
Two formulas, which were the equations of enveloping curves with
computed percentages of impact as ordinates to the span lengths as
abscissas, were used to express the impact allowance. Each percentage
was the quotient of the computed semiamplitude of the oscillation of
the center due to hammer blow, and the computed center deflection due
to the static live load.
Figure 1, page 15, shows the recommended impact allowance ob-
tained by each of the three reports described.
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
12. Introduction.-It is the purpose of this chapter to summarize
and discuss briefly the results of the three investigations described in
Chapters II, III, and IV, and to point out some of the problems in-
volved in the study of impact. Certain of these problems have been
selected for critical investigation, and a discussion of the methods
used in this bulletin, together with a statement of the results obtained,
comprise the remaining chapters.
13. Experimental Work.-The differences which existed between
the types of bridges and locomotives tested in the United States and
in England must be taken into account. The principal variations in
trusses were found in the lateral and sway-bracing systems, and in the
web systems for long-span bridges. Most of the American bridges
tested were single-track spans, while the greater number of the British
tests were made on double-track bridges. Of the plate-girder bridges
tested, the American bridges were usually of the deck type, while those
used for the British tests were through girders having a wide variety
of floor systems. In general, American locomotives were heavier and
had a larger hammer blow than the British locomotives.
In studying the results of these tests it is necessary to consider the
fact that there were several independent variables involved in the data
for bridge and locomotive. These variables included
(1) Weight of locomotive, and axle spacing
(2) Springing of locomotive
(3) Hammer blow of locomotive
(4) Frequency of hammer blow
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(5) Velocity of locomotive
(6) Length of bridge
(7) Weight of bridge
(8) Stiffness of bridge
(9) Amount of damping.
In the A.R.E.A. 1911 report, each of the test trains consisted of a
locomotive and tender, with enough cars following to cover the span.
In the A.R.E.A. 1936 report, the test trains were, for the most part,
regularly scheduled passenger and freight trains. In the British 1928
report, a locomotive and tender alone were used, and it was stated
that cars following tended to decrease the oscillation.
Center deflections were measured in the field tests of all three in-
vestigations. Strain measurements were made by the A.R.E.A. 1911
committee, and by the British 1928 committee. The test data obtained
in the three investigations were approximately the same, but a differ-
ent use was made of them in each case, in arriving at an impact allow-
ance. Different methods were used by the three investigations to
compute impact percentages from the deflection and strain records:
(1) A.R.E.A. 1911 report. The impact percentage was computed
from the difference between the maximum total deflection or strain
ordinates at high velocity and the crawl ordinates.
(2) A.R.E.A. 1936 report. The impact percentage was computed
from the maximum serniamplitude of oscillation for speeds near or
below the loaded frequency. For higher speeds the oscillation was
taken between the points of maximum oscillation and maximum deflec-
tion. The crawl deflection was taken from an average curve derived
from a fast run record.
(3) British 1928 report. The impact percentage was computed from
the maximum semiamplitude of oscillation.
There are three quantities in the foregoing impact percentage com-
putations; they are
(1) Maximum static deflection
(2) Maximum total deflection at high velocity
(3) Maximum semiamplitude of oscillation.
All three of these may occur for the same position of the locomotive
on the bridge, and again it is possible for them to occur for three
different positions of the locomotive. Therefore it is possible to com-
pute different impact percentages from the same data. Perhaps differ-
ent percentages should be computed from the same record. The differ-
ence between the maximum static and total deflection might be used
for the chord members, while the maximum semiamplitude might be
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TABLE 1
EXPERIMENTAL DATA AVAILABLE ON IMPACT
Cause of Impact
Unbalanced drivers
Smoothly-rolling load
Joints, rough and uneven track
Flat, irregular or eccentric wheels
Lurching or nosing
Deflection of beams and stringers
giving rise to variations of the
action of the load
Effect of cars
A.R.E.A.
1911
Yes
Yes
Qualitative
Qualitative
No
Qualitative
Yes
A.R.E.A.
1936
Yes
No
No
A little
Yes
No
Yes
Bridge Stress
Committee
1928
Yes
No
One bridge
peculiar design
No
A little
No
No
used for the web members, when the locomotive is near the end of the
bridge.
All three reports are concerned chiefly with the hammer-blow
effect. Table 1, above, summarizes the data available on the factors
which contribute to impact.
14. Impact Allowance.-The impact allowance in the three reports
was given as an addition to the static live-load stress. Figure 1, page
15, shows the three recommendations plotted on the same diagram.
The impact allowance of the A.R.E.A. 1911 report was based entirely
on the experimental impact percentages. The curve is an envelope of
plotted experimental percentages.
In the British 1928 report, and in the A.R.E.A. 1936 report, the
impact allowances were based on theoretically-derived oscillations.
The experimental field tests were designed to substantiate the theory
and to provide working data. The large impact allowance specified in
the British 1928 report for spans approximately 150 feet in length was
provided to cover the factor known as spring action of the locomotive,
which was introduced in this report.
15. Theoretical Development.-Some theoretical derivations were
given in the A.R.E.A. 1911 report. The theory dealt with the compu-
tation of loaded frequencies, with the effect of a smoothly-rolling load,
and with the oscillations due to the hammer blow.
The theory on which the impact allowances of the British 1928
report and of the A.R.E.A. 1936 report were based was developed by
Inglis of Cambridge University, and was used to obtain the center
oscillation of a bridge due to hammer blow. The use of theoretical
methods to obtain the impact allowance is desirable because it makes
I
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possible the isolation of the effect of such variables as the weight of
the locomotive, the hammer blow, the weight of the bridge and the
frequency of the bridge when studying their individual effects.
It was assumed in the theory of Inglis that the bridge was a simply
supported beam of uniform cross-section and the locomotive a single
axle load with hammer blow, moving across the beam at a constant
velocity. Damping was assumed to be a distributed force resisting
motion, and having a magnitude at each point proportional to the
vertical velocity of the beam at that point. The deflection of the beam
was further assumed to be due to bending only.
The equation representing the vertical motion of the center of the
beam was obtained. This was a fourth-order, first-degree differential
equation with variable coefficients. The solution was obtained by
assuming that the deflection curve was a sine curve defined by the
equation
sXB *
yB =f (t) sin -- L
and by the use of a series solution.
The theory of Inglis was checked in the British 1928 report by
comparing the center oscillations computed theoretically with the
center oscillations obtained experimentally. The tests were made on a
262 foot 6 inch Whipple truss whose total weight was 1 030 000
pounds, and on a locomotive and tender with a wheel base of 44 feet
712 inches and a total weight of 241 000 pounds. The theory was also
checked experimentally in the laboratory by means of a single-axle
load with hammer blow which passed over a steel bar. The bar was 12
feet long, and had an unloaded frequency of 5.7 cycles per second. The
weight of the load and the hammer blow were not given. The ratio of
the weight of the load to the weight of the bar was 0.4.
The foregoing theory was not used for the purpose of computing
the impact allowance because of its complexity. Instead, a modified
theory was used, which was based upon the assumption that the ham-
mer blow was caused by a single axle load stationary at the center of
the bridge with its wheels slipping. The action of this system is similar
to that for a simple spring with a forced vibration and velocity damp-
ing. It will be noted that the frequency of this system is constant;
that the number of applications of the hammer blow is unlimited; and
that the amplitude of the oscillation is restricted by damping. The
British 1928 report stated that the two theories, i.e., that concerned
*See notation, Section 18.
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with a moving load and the modified theory dealing with a stationary
load, were in close agreement, and that the latter erred on the side
of safety.
16. Problems to Be Studied in Present Investigation.-An examina-
tion of the reports of the previous investigations on impact revealed
certain problems which warranted further critical study. An experi-
mental check was made in the field in the British 1928 report to sub-
stantiate the theory that a single axle load can represent the locomo-
tive. In the field test the locomotive had a wheel base of approximately
% of the span length of the bridge. It is reasonable to question the
accuracy of this representation when it is applied to conditions in the
United States, where the locomotive wheel base may be 83 feet and
the span length of the bridge 75 feet.
In the theory developed by Inglis for the British 1928 report it was
assumed that the deflection curve of the beam is a sine curve having
the equation,
,rTx *
YB = f (t) sin-- .
L
This sine curve relationship for the deflections also establishes a sine
curve relationship between the accelerations at different points on the
beam. This latter relationship is important in computing the effect on
the oscillation of the mass of a load on the bridge. This assumption
may profitably be checked by means of laboratory tests.
Another problem is presented by the limitation of the number of
applications of the hammer blow on short spans. This limitation must
be reconciled with the modified theory of Inglis for a stationary load
which assumes an unlimited number of applications of the hammer
blow, and a damping restriction.
In the British 1928 report the experimental checks of the theory
of Inglis for a moving load, made in the field and in the laboratory,
used a load which was small in comparison with the weight of the
bridge. The load reduced the frequency of the bridge in the field test
by 16 per cent, and in the laboratory by 25 per cent. A question arises
in this connection as to the accuracy of the modified theory of Inglis
which assumes a constant frequency, when the theory is applied to
locomotives and bridges in the United States where the locomotives
are heavier relative to the bridges than they are in England. A bridge
of medium length and a locomotive, selected from the A.R.E.A. 1936
*See notation, Section 18.
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report, weighed, respectively, 136 000 and 650 000 pounds. The change
of the bridge frequency due to the weight of the locomotive for this
combination was from 50 to 60 per cent, as compared with the 16 to
25 per cent change reported in the test previously mentioned.
It is possible that the two last-mentioned factors, i.e., the small
limited number of applications of the hammer blow, and the variation
in frequency caused by the weight of the locomotive, may be impor-
tant for bridges of medium length. The limitation of the amplitude of
oscillation which these factors cause may have been included under
the term "damping" in previous reports.
One of the first requirements for the further development of the
problem of impact is the assembling of data on the damping of bridge
oscillations. Before this question can be approached intelligently, it
will be necessary to distinguish the difference between true damping,
considered as a loss of energy through friction and inelasticity, and
the other factors that cause the observed values of oscillation to be
less than the values based upon the theory of a spring with forced
vibration. It would be highly desirable to have information on the
individual effects of the various independent factors listed on pages
19 and 20. This information would aid in designing field tests and
interpreting the data.
In order to examine some of the questions discussed in the fore-
going, a new method of analyzing railway bridges has been developed
for the present investigation which will determine the effect of each of
several factors, and which will accommodate a series of axles having
the spacings and weights of the locomotive axles. The analysis was
supplemented by tests made in the laboratory. Apparatus was designed
and built which made possible the measurement of the oscillations
caused by a single load or by a series of loads, with and without
hammer blow, and with or without damping. Chapters VI through X
of this bulletin contain a detailed exposition of the analysis and
method of experimentation which, it is believed, will make this
possible.
VI. STEP-BY-STEP ANALYSIS APPLIED TO RAILWAY BRIDGES
17. Introduction.-The purpose of the analysis is to determine the
stresses produced in a railway bridge by the passage of a locomotive.
These stresses are due in part to the weight of the structure and of the
locomotive and in part to the impact resulting from the movement of
the locomotive and bridge. For a given distribution of load, the
stresses at the center of a bridge are proportional to the deflection.
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Moderate variations in the load distribution do not greatly affect the
relation between the stress and the deflection at the center of the span,
and the present analysis is based upon the assumption that the central
deflection is a measure of the stress. The analysis is thus a problem
of the kinetics and kinematics of the motions incident to the passage
of a locomotive over a bridge.
It is not the purpose of this investigation to reproduce all the true
field conditions, but rather to separate and control the different
factors. The factors that enter into one field test are numerous, and
occur simultaneously. It is the purpose of this analysis and of the
laboratory tests to idealize certain factors, and to eliminate some and
combine others, to the end that the effect of each factor may be more
fully understood and evaluated.
The problem which arises from the passage of a locomotive over
a bridge is considered to be one of plane motion in which the bodies,
forces, and movements are in one plane. The locomotive is considered
to be a series of independent wheels with the same spacings and load-
ings as the locomotive axles. The hammer blow is considered to be a
vertical sinusoidal force which is associated with the wheels repre-
senting the drivers of the locomotive. The total hammer blow is
equally divided among the drivers so that the forces considered are
equal in magnitude and in phase. The bridge is assumed to be a
simply-supported beam of uniform cross-section, i.e., uniform distri-
bution of mass and stiffness. The deflection of the bridge is considered
as due to bending only, so that the rate of change of slope is propor-
tional to the bending moment.
The step-by-step analysis, which is described in this bulletin, is a
numerical solution of a differential equation in which the movement
of the bodies is imagined to occur in small finite steps or displace-
ments corresponding to a series of very small equal finite intervals of
time. During each small displacement the acceleration and velocity
are considered to be linear functions of time. At the end of each
small displacement a condition of equilibrium is established between
the bodies and forces by the use of D'Alembert's Principle. The equa-
tions which result from these conditions make it possible to compute
the small increments to the acceleration, velocity, and displacement
of the bodies for each small interval of time, and the continuous
functions of acceleration, velocity, and deflection may be constructed
with relation to time, beginning with any known state of motion.
18. Assumptions and Notations.-Before developing the equation
which is fundamental to the application of the step-by-step analysis
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to railway bridges, the nature of the problem and the assumptions
involved in its solution will be summarized for the convenience of the
reader. They are as follows:
(1) The analysis deals with the dynamic and static effect of the
locomotive upon the deflection of the bridge.
(2) The bridge is considered to be a simply-supported beam of
uniform mass and moment of inertia, and the deflection is considered
to be due to bending only.
(3) The deflection of the center of the bridge is considered to be
a measure of the stress in the bridge.
(4) The vertical deflection, velocity, and acceleration of the center
of the bridge are found for all positions of the locomotive, the front
driver of the locomotive being used as a reference point for the posi-
tion of the locomotive relative to the left end of the bridge.
(5) The locomotive is considered to be a series of independent
wheels with loads and spacings equal to the locomotive static axle
loads and spacings. The entire weight is considered unsprung.
(6) In the computation of the center deflection due to the static
dead, live load, and hammer-blow forces the usual beam theory is
used. In order to obtain the relation between deflection, velocity, and
acceleration, the deflection curve of the bridge is assumed to be a
sine curve.
The following notation has been used:
a = center acceleration of bridge
C = circumference of driver
d = total center deflection of bridge
A = damping coefficient of bridge used by Hunley
AD.L. = center deflection of bridge due to dead load
AH.B. = center deflection of bridge due to hammer blow considered
as static force
AL.L. = center deflection of bridge due to a live load considered as
static force
AM.B. = effect on center deflection of bridge of acceleration of
mass of bridge
AM.L. = effect on center deflection of bridge of acceleration of
mass of locomotive
F = force between wheel and rail
g = acceleration of gravity
H.B. = maximum hammer blow of any driver axle at a given
velocity
K = modulus of bridge; the number of pounds at the center
necessary to make the center deflect one inch
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L = span length of bridge
m = mass per foot of bridge
nb = damping coefficient of unloaded bridge; 4 7rnbm = damp-
ing force per foot of bridge, per foot per second of vertical
velocity. This coefficient was used by Inglis.
nb'= damping coefficient of loaded bridge
no = frequency of unloaded bridge
n 2 or no'= frequency of loaded bridge
m.p.h. = miles per hour
P = any axle load of locomotive
R = ratio between successive oscillations of a damped free
vibration
r.p.s. = revolutions per second
At = small time interval
f(t) = function of time which determines d, the center deflection
v = center velocity of bridge
w = weight of bridge per foot, assumed to be uniformly dis-
tributed
XB = horizontal distance of any point B from left end of bridge
Xp = horizontal distance of any wheel P from left end of
bridge
Xp = constant horizontal component of velocity of any wheel P
YB = deflection of any point B a distance XB from left end of
bridge
yB = velocity of any point B a distance XB from left end of
bridge
yB = acceleration of any point of bridge a distance XB from
left end of bridge
yp = deflection of any wheel P at a distance Xp from left end
of bridge
yp = vertical component of velocity of any wheel P at a distance
Xp from left end of bridge
yp = vertical acceleration of any wheel P at a distance xp from
left end of bridge
= equals approximately
The development of the fundamental equation follows and, subse-
quently, an application of the analysis to a bridge and locomotive.
The development of the fundamental equation requires the kinematic
relations for the bridge and locomotive axles, an expression for the
deflection of the center of the bridge, and an equation for the dynamic
equilibrium of the bridge and locomotive in any position.
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19. Kinematics of Bridge.-The assumption that the deflection
TrXB
curve of the bridge is a sine curve of the form YB = d sin -- ,
L
makes it possible to write a very simple expression for the motion
of the bridge. The motion of the center of the bridge will be selected
as a parameter and, with the assumed sine curve, the motion of
every other point of the bridge is fixed.
The deflection of a bridge is very small relative to its length, and
grades for railway bridges are very low, seldom over 0.1 per cent, so
that the motion of any point of the beam is essentially vertical. The
origin of the coordinate axes is taken at the top of the rail at the left
end of the bridge and the axis, x, is passed through the top of the rail
at the right end, even though the bridge is on a grade.
The following equations define the vertical motion of the center of
the bridge.
Center deflection d = AD.L. + f (t) (la)
Center velocity v = f' (t) (ib)
Center acceleration a = f" (t). (ic)
The corresponding equations for any other point on the bridge
are as follows:
TZXB XB
YB = [AD.L. + f(t)] sin - = d sin -- (2a)
L L
T'XB 7rXB
yB = f'(t) sin - = v sin - (2b)L L
7rXB  71"XB
E. = f"(t) sin-- = a sin -- (2c)
L L
20. Kinematics of Wheels Representing Locomotive.-The kine-
matic relations for the bridge arc given by Equations (2a), (2b), and
(2c). The corresponding relations for the wheels representing the loco-
motive have the same root equation, (2 a), as the bridge. This follows
from the fact that the vertical displacement of any wheel is the same
as that of the point of the bridge directly beneath it. The wheels of
the locomotive move across the bridge with uniform velocity but,
although the vertical displacement of any wheel is the same as that
of the point of the bridge directly beneath it, the velocity and accelera-
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tion of the two are not equal in either direction or magnitude. The
distance Xp to any wheel P from the left end of the bridge is a func-
tion of time, whereas the distance xB of any point of the bridge is not
a function of time. This difference makes the derived equations (3b)
and (3c) for the wheels differ from the corresponding equations (2b)
and (2c) for the bridge. The dynamic relations for the motion of the
wheels representing the locomotive are as follows:
yp = [AD.L.f(t)] sin-- = dsin-- (3a)
L L
7rTXp 7 7 TXp
yp = v sin-- + d -- Xp cos -- (3b)
L L L
Tzrp 7 TFXp 7r2 xp
yp = asin-- + 2v-- xp cos- - d-- (p) 2 sin- . (3c)
L L L L 2  L
21. Deflection of Center of Bridge.-The stress at the center of a
bridge due to a given load distribution is proportional to the center
deflection of the bridge. The ratio of the total stress (live load plus
impact) to the static live-load stress equals the ratio of the total center
deflection (live load plus impact) to the static live-load center deflec-
tion. This being true, a knowledge of the vertical movement of the
center of a bridge during the passage of a wheel or a series of wheels
makes it possible t o determine the impact stress in terms of the static
live-load stress. The method by which the vertical movement can be
computed is described in the following paragraphs.
At any time t', let the deflection of the center of the bridge be d',
the velocity v', and the acceleration a'; and at time t", a small inter-
val of time, At, later, let the center deflection be d", the velocity v"
and the acceleration a".
Referring to Figs. 2a and 2b, page 30, which represent the velocity-
time and the acceleration-time curves for the center of the bridge,
the area under the velocity-time curve is, by definition, equal to
the change of displacement.
Change of displacement:*
At
d" - d' - v'At (v" - v')-- . (4)
*There will be an error equal to the area between the curve and the straight-line chord,
see Fig. 2, page 30.
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(c)-I/Ve/o'//y-77me Car-ve
III ^ 'I
7/me \
(-Acce/eureW/"/on - T7/77e C-vry
FIC. 2. VELOCITY-TIME AND ACCELERATION-TIME CURVES FOR CENTER OF BRIDGE
The area under the acceleration-time curve is, by definition,
equal to the change of velocity.
Change of velocity:*
At At
v" -v', a'-- + a" -- (5)
2 2
Combining Equations (4) and (5) :
d" = d' + v'At + a' (-)+ a" (- ). (6)
( 2t 2
The deflection of the center of the bridge at any time can be ob-
tained by means of an equilibrium equation for the bridge expressed
in terms of the loads (including the accelerative forces as determined
by D'Alembert's Principle) and of the elastic properties of the bridge.
This deflection may be separated into five factors, as follows:
(1) Dead-load deflection .................... . . .. AD.L.
(2) Static live-load deflection .................... . AL.L.
(3) Static hammer-blow deflection............. . . . . . AH.B.
(4) Deflection due to the acceleration of the mass of
the bridge ................... ............ . AM .B.
(5) Deflection due to the acceleration of the mass of
the locom otive ........................ . . . AM.L.
The center deflection due to each of these factors is determined in
the following paragraphs.
*There will be an error equal to the area between the curve and the straight-line chord,
see Fig. 2, above.
MThe discrepancy has been noted, and At will be kept small in order to reduce the error
to a negligible quantity.
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V/s fcnc-e P-*'PAx/e' Loo'd
from
Lefzt End// * \-/I Acce/er-aoIon
of P
E.=Fo-- e Be/veeon
Wh7eel 7,'d /fa//
Bri/de ]
FIG. 3. FORCE BETWEEN LOCOMOTIVE WHEEL AND RAIL
(1) The dead-load deflection, AD.L., is the actual deflection of the
center of the bridge from a straight line tangent to the top of the rail
at the ends. It includes the deflection due to the weight of the struc-
ture, the effect of camber, and the change in elevation of the rail due
to leveling of the track. To be certain of this quantity for a
bridge subjected to a field test, it would be desirable to make field
measurements.
(2) The static live-load deflection, AL.L., is found by the usual
theory for the deflection of a beam due to bending. As indicated in the
preliminary assumptions, the locomotive is considered to be a series of
independent wheels with loads and spacings equal to the locomotive
static axle loads and spacings.
(3) The static hammer-blow deflection, A1 .B., is found by the usual
theory for the deflection of a beam due to bending. The hammer-blow
force is considered to vary in a sinusoidal manner. The total hammer
blow of the locomotive is considered to be equally divided among the
driving axles and to be in phase.
(4) The deflection of the center of the bridge due to the accelera-
tion of the mass of the locomotive may be found in the following man-
ner. It is assumed in the present analysis that the friction of the
springs is great enough to cause the whole locomotive to move verti-
cally with the axles, and the total mass of the locomotive is dis-
tributed among the axles in proportion to the axle loads. If the spring
friction is not great enough to cause the locomotive to move vertically
with the axles, a distinction must be made between the sprung and
unsprung weights.
Any vertical acceleration of the locomotive will influence the force
of the wheels on the rail. Consider an axle, with a proportional share
of the weight of the locomotive, as a free body, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Then since force equals mass times acceleration,
P P
P- F =-- p, or F = P--- y.
g g
The force of the wheel on the rail, F, is divided into two parts. The
effect of P as a static force is included under AL.L., (2) in the fore-
going, and the effect of the acceleration of the mass of the locomotive
P
is equal to a force of --- yp for each wheel.
9
The center deflection due to this force for each wheel is obtained
by means of Maxwell's Theorem of Reciprocal Deflections, which
indicates that the deflection at the center due to a load at a distance,
x, from the left end of the bridge, is equal to the deflection at the
distance, x, from the end due to the load at the center. Taking the
P
load as -- yp, then the deflection at the center due to the load at
g
a point a distance, xp, from the left end of the bridge would be
/ P P TrXpI ---- sin .
K g L
In accordance with the foregoing analysis, the effect of the accelera-
tion of the mass of the locomotive on the center deflection will be
given by the equation
P yp irXp
AM.L. = --- - sin --
K g L
(5) The effect of the vertical acceleration of the mass of the
bridge upon its center deflection is equivalent to the effect of a
distributed force in a direction opposite to the acceleration. Since
the mass per foot of the bridge has been assumed to be uniform,
this distributed load at ,any point on the bridge will be proportional
to the acceleration of that point.
The acceleration of the bridge at any point a distance XB from
the left end given by Equation (2c) is
7rXB
yB = a sin -
L
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The distributed load due to this acceleration is given by the equation
W 7rXB
(Load per foot) = -- a sin-
g L
where
- = the mass per foot of the bridge.
g
/ 48wLa
This load will produce a center deflection equal to - .
48 1 r4Kg
Since - -, the effect on the center deflection of the accelera-
71-4 2
tion of the mass of the bridge is given approximately by the equation
1 wL a
AM.B.= -
2 K g
To summarize, the factors that
(1) AD.L.
(2) ALL.
(3) AH.B.
(4) AM P X-sin-(4) AMT= -- -sin
(5) AM.B. =-
K g
1 wL a
compose the center deflection are
Adding together the five factors, the center deflection, d", at a
particular time, t", will be given by the equation
P yp" -rXp"
-- sin 
-
K g L
1 wL a"
2 K g . (7)
22. Fundamental Equation of Step-by-Step Analysis.-The step-
by-step analysis is based upon a fundamental equation in which the
acceleration of the center of the bridge, a", at a time, t", is expressed
in terms of the known properties of the bridge and locomotive and
of the known acceleration, velocity, and deflection, a', v' and d',
respectively, at a time, t', a known interval of time, At, before t".
This equation makes it possible to compute from a known state of
motion at the time, t', the acceleration, a", a small interval of time,
. .
d"= AD.L.+ AL.L."+' AH.B.Bf-
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At, later. With the value of a" known, v" and d" can be computed,
and thus a new state of motion is obtained and one step of the
step-by-step analysis is completed.
The fundamental equation is obtained by combining Equations
(6), (7) and (3c) which were derived in Sections 20 and 21. The
equations, repeated here for the convenience of the reader, are as
follows:
/ At \2 (At \2
d" = d' + v'At +a' ( + a"
\ 2/ \ 2
P p" x7Xp"d"= AD.L.+ AL.L."'+ AH.B. - ---- sin
K g L
yp" = a" sin
7rXp"
L
1
2
7- 7rXp" 7 
2
+ 2v"- p cos - - d"'- (xp)2 sin
L L L 2
wL a"
K g
. (3c)7rXp 
L
L
Substituting the value of yp" from Equation (3c)
(7), eliminating d" from Equations (6) and (7), and
At At
v' + a'- + a"-- for v", gives
2 2
in Equation
substituting
1 wL 1 C
2 K g\ 16L j
= AD.L.+ AL.L."+ AH.B."- d' 1 - A"
- v' At - At L- (p)2A" + 2- xp B"
-t L 2 2-At At - ýPA'+2 B
LA \ 2 L i 2 /Cr\ -
a' --- -- CA"-) Bi"
2 ) 32L 16L I
P 1 7Xp
= 2-- sin 2
K g L
1 P 1 rXp\
- --- 1- cos 2
2 K g L
P 1 rTXp 7rXp 1 P 1 VXp
B = -- sin -- cos = - --- sin 2 --.
K g L L 2 K g L
in which
A
a" (--At - ( A"+A"+
L\ 2 \ 32L
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In obtaining Equation (8), the following relations were used,
1 1
At = -- seconds
16 r.p.s.
xp = C times r.p.s., feet per second
where,
r.p.s. = the revolutions per second of the drivers
C = circumference of the drivers.
Equation (8) is the fundamental equation of the step-by-step
analysis. By choosing At as a function of r.p.s., most of the terms
in the equation are made independent of the velocity. As a result,
most of the terms depend only on the properties of the bridge and
locomotive and, once determined, may be used for analyses at dif-
ferent velocities, thus greatly reducing the work.
23. Method of Making Computations.-In this analysis the loco-
motive is moved across the bridge from left to right in a series of
equal steps, the length of each step being arbitrarily chosen as }/6
of the circumference of the driver (about 1.25 feet). Since At is the
1 1
time interval for one step, then At = - * as previously stated.
16 r.p.s.
If a', v' and d' are known for any position of the locomotive at
time t', the acceleration a", after a time interval At, during which the
locomotive has moved forward one step, can be computed by the use
of Equation (8). With a" known, values of v" and d" can also be
found for the new position of the locomotive, by the use of Equations
(5) and (6). These values, a", v" and d", then become the a', v' and d'
values for the next step.
It will be noted from an inspection of Equation (8) that certain
quantities which are functions of the bridge, the locomotive, and the
velocity, must be known. Some of these quantities change as the posi-
tion of the locomotive changes, and therefore must be computed for
each step, or at intervals of %6 of the circumference of the driver for
the length of the bridge. The successful application of the step-by-
step analysis depends upon the use of a systematic method of making
the computations. The following system is suggested:
Tabulate the quantities dependent upon the properties of the loco-
*The basis for the selection of this value of At is explained on page 61.
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motive and the bridge for each step. These are the quantities A and B
of Equation (8).
Compute the coefficients of a", a', v', and d' given in Equation (8)
for all steps to be considered in the computations. Also compute the
values of AD.L., AL.L., and AH.B., for all positions of the locomotive.
Start the analysis with the first wheel of the locomotive in a posi-
tion just to the left of the left end of the bridge. In this position a' = 0,
v' = 0, d' = AD.L., and these are the initial values of a, v, and d at
the start of the analysis. Then move the locomotive forward one step,
bringing the first wheel onto the bridge, and apply Equation (8) to
determine a". With a" known, compute v" and d" for the first step by
the use of Equations (5) and (6).
Use the values of a", v", and d" at the end of the first step as
the a', v', and d' for the second step, and compute the values of a", v",
and d" at the end of the second step by the method outlined above.
Repeat the process until the locomotive has been taken across the
bridge as far as seems necessary.
The method of analysis will be further illustrated by means of a
numerical example. The bridge used in the example is bridge 21 of
the report by J. B. Hunley entitled, "Impact on Railway Bridges";
Proceedings, A.R.E.A., Vol. 37, 1936, page 741, and the locomotive is
designated as locomotive J1-D of the same report.
Data relative to bridge 21 and locomotive J1-D follow.
Bridge Data
Span length ............................... = 75 feet 6 inches
Depth of girder ........................ . . = 8 feet 314 inches
Ratio of length to depth .................. . = 9.13
Number of tracks ................ ......... = 1
Unit Stresses
D .L .......... ........ . 1 720 p.s.i.
Designed for Cooper's E-60 L.L.. ..... 8 070 p.s.i.
I .......... . ....... . 6 450 p .s.i.
16 240 p.s.i.
{steel .................... 1 245 lb.Weight per foot of bridge: de.................... 510 lb.
1 755 lb.
Total weight of span............................. 136 000 lb.
Moment of inertia at the center (gross) .............. 501 080 in. 4
Moment of inertia at the center (net)................ 431 700 in. 4
Moment of inertia as determined from deflection
observations ............................. . . . 449 470 in.4
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zo/as //1/2+/1, / o1a/s 8494/0, 7oads 6+7, Zoads 9744S /12,
FIG. 4. AXLE LOADS AND SPACINGS LOCOMOTIVE 1-D AND
(a)-Locomotive -D ata
, ' / \RefPfrence
ResTotal weightn of Resuangine . f .. Resu/..o.. of .es/a  o. = 353 000es of
L ads //W1+/3, L ad/s + # , Loads 7, L 5+ +5, /oads /+2,
Total weight. of engine . / tender. . 87. //. = 656 000 lb.
Circumference of drive Ax/ E of ocoo J. 20.7 ft.
. .   S;  Jl-  
FIVE-AXLE EQUIVALENT LOCOMOTIVE
Locomotive Data
Total weight of engine............... ...... 353 000 lb.
Total weight of tender........................ wL = 1= 303 000 b.
Total weight of engine plus tender.................. K = 840... 000 lb. pe= 656 000 b.
Total hammer blow of the drivers at 5 r.p.s.........= 42 275 lb.
Circumference of drivers....... . ..... ..............14520.7 ft.
The properties of the bridge which enter into the computations
are as follows.
Length................... . L = 75.5 feet
Total weight .......of locomotive.... wL = 136 000 pounds
Modulus.................. K = 840 000 lb. per in.
Dead-load deflection ....... AD.L. = 0.145 inches
The properties of the locomotive that enter into the computa-
tions are the axle loads and spacings. They are shown in Fig. 4a,
above. Wheels 3, 4, and 5 are the drivers.
Total weight of locomotive... -P = 656 000 pounds
Circumference of driver ...... C = 20.7 feet
Maximum total hammer blow 2,H.B. = 42 275 pounds
at 5 r.p.s.
The locomotive is moved across the bridge from left to right. The
position of the locomotive on the bridge is determined by the distance
of a reference point from the left end of the bridge. The distance is
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given in units of %6e of the circumference of the driver, called steps.
The reference point, for locomotive JI-D is the first driver, wheel 3.
In the initial position at the start of the analysis, step (- 10), the first
wheel of the locomotive is 8 inches to the left of the left end of the
bridge. Wheel 3, the first driver of the locomotive and the wheel used
as the reference point of the locomotive, is 10 steps to the left of the
left end of the bridge. The total hammer blow of the locomotive is
divided equally between the three drivers, and the hammer blow of
all three drivers is considered to be in phase. The magnitude of the
hammer-blow force for any position of the locomotive is determined
by the angular position of a counterweight on the driver when the
reference point of the locomotive arrives at the left end of the bridge.
This angle, called phase angle, is measured clockwise from a horizontal
line through the axle of the driver pointing toward the front of the
locomotive. The phase angle in this analysis is adjusted to zero degrees
so that when the first driver, the reference point, is even with the left
end of the bridge, the hammer blow will be zero and increasing in
magnitude downward. This is the position for step 0 of the analysis.
It is to be noted that the analysis began at step (-10) with wheel 1
slightly to the left of the left end of the bridge.
As outlined in the foregoing, Equations (9) and (10), the values of
1 P 1 / _XpA =- --- -cos2-
2 K g L-
and,
1 P 1 Trx
B = - -sin 2-
2 K g L
are computed first. This is accomplished in the following manner:
(1) Compute 2 - for each wheel on the bridge for each posi-
L
tion of the locomotive as determined by the position of the first
driver, for Steps -10, -9, -8, . . . , 0, 1, 2, . . . , 80.
TrXp lrxp(2) Obtain the values of (1 - cos 2 ) and sin 2 for
L L
each wheel on the bridge for steps -10, -9, -8, . . , 0, 1, 2, . . . , 80.
(3) Multiply the values of 1 - cos 2 and sin 2- by
1 P I L L
- -- - for each wheel for steps -10, -9, -8, . . . , 0, 1, 2,2 K g
3, . . .. 80.
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1 P 1(4) Determine the summation of the values of - -- - -
rx 1 P 1 7rxp 2 K g
1 - cos 2-- and --- - sin 2 for all the wheels that
L 2 K g L
are on the bridge at each step and tabulate
1 P 1/ TXp\
- -- 1 - cos 2-- A
2 K g LI
and, 1 P 1 s-xp
- --- sin 2 - = B
2 K g L
for steps -10, -9, -8, . . . , 0, 1, 2, . . . , 80.
Compute the coefficients of a", a', v', and d' given in Equation (8).
These coefficients, repeated for convenience in reference, are
-At 2 C-2A"+ A"+ - - + -- B" (coefficient
2 32L ) 2 K g 16L of a")
At )2 
-) A) + ( " ) B"] (coefficient of a')
2 32L 16L
At - At - (P) A"+ 2 -- p B" (coefficient of v')[ L 2  L
1 - - ([p)2 A" (coefficient of d').
The computations for the coefficients of a" and a' are made in
the following manner:
(1) Tabulate the values of A and B for each step
(2) Multiply A by (\ )2
\32L /
(3) Multiply B by (---)
(4) Subtract (2) from (3), obtaining A+ ( B
I 32L 16L
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1 wL 1(5) Add A and - - - 1 to (4), obtaining
2 K g
C7r ) 2 1 wL 1 Cir
A- +A+- -- + B
\ 32L / 2 K g 16L
for each step -10, -9, -8, . . . , 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 80. The quantity
in (5) will be the same for all velocities of the locomotive used in
1
the analysis. If an analysis is made at 5 r.p.s., At will be -- X
1 1 At 2 16
- = - second and -- = 0.0000390625 sec. 2 .By adding this quan-
5 80 2( At 2
tity, , to the values of (5) for each step, the coefficients of a"
2 / At \2
are obtained. By adding this same quantity, 2 , to the values of
(4) for each step the coefficients of a' are obtained.
The coefficients of v' and d' are dependent on the velocity, and
therefore the computations must be repeated for every velocity used
in the analysis. These computations are made in the following
manner:
7r
2
(1) Multiply A by -- (.p)2 and subtract from 1
(2) Multiply (1) by At for the velocity used in the analysis
(3) Multiply B by 2- x p.
L
The values of (1) for each step are the coefficients of d'. The sums
of the values of (2) and (3) for each step are the coefficients of v'
for each step.
The coefficients of a", a', v', and d' are tabulated* on the analysis
sheets for each step, and are shown underlined on the Sample
Analysis Sheet, page 51, which is the first sheet of the analysis for
bridge 21 and locomotive J1-D at 5 r.p.s. The remaining part of
the preliminary computation is the determination of AD.L., AL.L.,
and AH.B. for each step.
The dead-load deflection, AD.L., is a constant and in this particular
analysis was taken as 0.145 inches.
The computation of AL.L. was made by the ordinary beam theory.
*Columns (2), (6), (7) and (8), page 51.
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This theory gives the following expression for the deflection at the
center due to a load P a distance xp =cL from the left end:
P
Center deflection = - (3c - 4c3)
K
1
for c < -
2
Using this expression, the center deflection due to the locomo-
tive was computed in the following manner:
(1) The value of c was computed for each wheel on the bridge
for each position of the locomotive, determined by the position of
the first driver at steps -10, -9, -8, . . . , 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 80.
(2) The value of (3c - 4c3) was tabulated, using table to obtain
c3, for each wheel for steps -10, -9, -8, . . . , 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 80.
(3) The values of (3c - 4c3) at each step were multiplied by the
P
value of - for each wheel.
K p(4) The values of - (3c - 4c3) for all the wheels on the bridge
K p
were summed up at each step and I-- (3c - 4c 3) = AL.L. for each
K
step -10, -9, -8, . . . ,0, 1, 2, 3, . . , 80.
The computation of AH.B. was made by the ordinary beam theory.
The values of (3c-4c3) for the driving wheels, 3, 4, and 5, computed
for the live-load deflection, were used to determine the center deflection
due to a hammer-blow force at a distance Xp from the left end. The
hammer-blow force is, however, a variable, and it was necessary to
compute the value of the force for each driver for each position of the
locomotive. The hammer-blow force is due to the centrifugal effect
of the eccentric weights on the drivers. The vertical component of this
force varies as the ordinates to a sine curve. As noted before, the total
hammer blow of the locomotive is assumed to be divided equally be-
tween the three drivers, and the hammer blows of all three are con-
sidered to be in phase. The phase angle in this analysis is adjusted to
zero degrees so that when the first driver, the reference point, is even
with the left end, step 0, the hammer blow will be zero and increasing
in magnitude downward. Since the hammer blow has the same value
for all drivers and since all drivers are in phase, it will be necessary
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to compute the hammer-blow force only for the first driver. This force
must be computed for each position of the locomotive, that is, for each
step. The length of one step is equal to %, of the circumference of the
driver, and since the hammer-blow force starts at zero, increasing
downward, the variation of the force for one revolution will be as
follows.
Step
0 . . . . . .
1 ...........
2 . . . . . . . . . . .
3 . . . . . . . . . . .
4 . . . . . . . . . . .
5 . . . . . . . . . . .
6 . . . . . . . . . . .
7 . . . . . . . . . . .
8 . . . . . . .. . . .
9 . . . . . . . . . . .
10 ...........
11 ...... .....
12 ...........
13 ...........
14 ...........
15 .......... .
16 ...........
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
Force
X sin 0 deg.
X sin 22V deg.
X sin 45 deg.
X sin 672 deg.
X sin 90 deg.
X sin 1122 deg.
X sin 135 deg.
X sin 157Y2 deg.
X sin 0 deg.
X sin 20212 deg.
X sin 225 deg.
X sin 24712 deg.
X sin 270 deg.
X sin 2922 deg.
X sin 315 deg.
X sin 34712 deg.
X sin 0 deg.
The value of the hammer blow, H.B., varies with the square of
the velocity. The value of the total hammer blow for three drivers of
J1-D is given as 42 275 pounds at 5 r.p.s.; therefore, the value of H.B.
for one driver at any other r.p.s. will be
H.B. 42 275 / r.p.s. 2H.B.---
The computation of the deflection due to the hammer-blow force
was made in the following manner.
(1) Beginning with the locomotive in the position designated as
step 0 with the first driver at the left end of the bridge, the values
of (3c-4c') were summed for each of the three drivers, wheels 3,
4 and 5, at each step.
= 0.000
= 0.383
= 0.707
= 0.924
= 1.000
= 0.924
= 0.707
= 0.383
= 0.000
= -0.383
= -0.707
= -0.924
= -1.000
= -0.924
= -0.707
= -0.383
= -0.000
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
H.B.
. . . . .
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(2) The values of _ (3c - 4c3) were multiplied at each step by
sin (0 deg., 22'2 deg., 45 deg., etc.) starting at step 0 with sin 0 deg.
(3) The values of I (3c-4c3) sin (0 deg., 22'2 deg., 45 deg., etc.)
H.B.
were multiplied at each step by - for the velocity being used.
K
These values will be the center deflection due to the hammer
blow, or
H.B.
AH.B.= - (3c - 4c3) sin (0 deg., 222 deg., 45 deg., etc.)
K
The foregoing computations are preliminary to the application of
Equation (8) to the step-by-step analysis. The values computed for
each step are entered on the computation sheets before beginning the
analysis. These values for bridge 21 and locomotive J1-D are under-
lined on the "Sample Analysis Sheet," page 51. The coefficients of a"
are in column b2,* the coefficients of a' in column c6, the coefficients
of v' in column c7, the coefficients of d' in column c8, and the values of
AD.L. AL.L. + AH.B. are in column bl0.
For convenience in designating figures of the sample analysis sheet,
the first number and letter will designate the line and the last number
of the column, for example, in the number -7b6, which is starred on
the sample analysis sheet, page 51, -7b indicates line b of step -7
and 6 indicates column (6) of the table. In column 1 are listed the
positions of the first driver of the locomotive, starting from a position
with the first driver ten steps to the left of the left end of the bridge,
and with the first wheel of the locomotive just 8 inches to the left of
the end of the bridge. The analysis starts from this position (-10)
with the known values of a' - 0, v' = 0, and d' = AD.L. = 0.145 inches.
The analysis consists of a series of repeated operations associated
with each step. There are three parts to each operation as follows:
(1) Compute the right side of Equation (8).
(2) Solve Equation (8) for a" by dividing the right side by the
bracketed quantity on the left side.
(3) Compute the increments to the velocity and deflection in order
to obtain new values of v" and d".
These new values a", v" and d" become a', v' and d' for the next
step, and the operation is repeated.
*Column (2), line b; see following paragraph.
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Step -10
1st part:
d' 1 - L- (fp)2 A" = -10b5 [-9c8] = -9b8
v' - A- () 2 A" +2 -- p B" = -10b4 [-9c7] = -9b7
L 2 ^2L
a' -At -) r2) A"+ (- B" = -10b3 [-9c6] = -9b6.
2 32L 16L
Right side of equation = (-9b10) - (-9b8) - (-9b7) - (-9b6) =-9b9
2nd part:
Acceleration at end of step,
a" = (-9b9) divided by (-9b2) = -9b3.
3rd part:
Increment to velocity =
At[a' + a"] •  -= [(-10b3) + (-9b3)] 6.25 = -9a4
2
Increment to deflection =
[v' + v"- = [(-10b4) + ( -9b4)] 0.00625 = -9a5
2
New acceleration a"= -9b3
New velocity v"= -9b4
New deflection d"= -9b5.
Step -9
1st part:
d' [1 - - (&)2 A" = -9b5 [-8c8] = -8b8
[ 7r2 B2
v' At - At-- (ip)2 A" +2-:2 B" = -9b4 [-8c7] = -8b7
S2L2 L
a, At 2_/ CTr ,2 , C \r
a' -- )- (- ) A"+ -- ) B"] = -9b3 [-8c6] = -8b6.
2-) 32L 16L
Right side of equation = (-8b10) - (-8b8) - (-8b7) - (-8b6) =-8b9
*Refers to sample analysis sheet, page 51, where values of the quantities designated by the
figures under the bracket are explained. It should be noted that the dash (-) in front of a
reference number is part of the step number (-10) and does not indicate that the quantity is
to be subtracted.
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2nd part:
Acceleration at end of step,
a" = (-8b9) divided by (-8b2) = -8b3
3rd part:
Increment to velocity =
S At
[a' + a"]- = [(-9b3) + (-8b3)] 6.25 = -8a4
2
Increment to deflection =
[v' + v"] = [(-9b4) + (-8b4)] 0.00625 = -8a5
2
New acceleration = -8b3
New velocity = -8b4
New deflection = -8b5.
These steps are repeated and the arithmetic checked every five
steps, using the same operations adapted to the summations of the
columns of figures.*
The 9 sheets, pages 52 to 60, show the complete computations for
locomotive JI-D crossing bridge 21 at 5 r.p.s. The figures in column b3
are the vertical accelerations of the center of the bridge in inches per
second per second, those in column b4 are the vertical velocities of the
center in inches per second (X 1000), and those in column b5 are the
total vertical deflections of the center in inches (X 1000), the values
given being for the various steps as indicated. To obtain the dynamic
deflection alone at the end of any step, subtract the value of AD.L. +
AL.L. (static deflection) from the value of b5. The vertical deflection,
velocity, and acceleration of the center of bridge 21 due to locomotive
J1-D are shown by the curves of Fig. 5, page 46. The total deflection
of the center given in column bl0, less the D.L. deflection of 0.145 in.,
is shown by the upper curve; and the dynamic deflection, hammer
blow plus speed effect, is shown by the curve next to the top, Fig. 5b.
*Check each five steps:
1st part: Repeat multiplication;
right side of equation = 2b10 - Ib8 - Sb7 - Sb6 = Xb9
2nd part: Repeat division
3rd part: Increment to velocity,
[(-10b3) +2 1 (-9b3) + (-8b3) + (-7b3) + (-6b3)] 6.25 = (-6b4) - (-10b4)
Increment to deflection,
[(-10b4) + 2 { (-9b4) + (-8b4) + (-7b4) + ( -6b4)] 0.00625 = (-6b5) - (-10b5)
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ANALYSIS; 5 R.P.S.; No DAMPING
In the analysis and the numerical example given, no damping of
the structure or locomotive springs was considered, and no differentia-
tion was made between the sprung and the unsprung weight of the
locomotive. These, and other desired factors, can be included in the
step-by-step analysis, the only limitation being the amount of work
necessary to make the computation. The author has made computa-
tions including velocity damping of the structure, and analyses to de-
termine the effect of slip of the drivers. The ability to introduce sudden
changes of condition into the analysis such as slip of the drivers or rail-
joint effect is a particular advantage of the step-by-step analysis. The
author has also outlined the analysis to include spring action of the
locomotive.
Where the arithmetical work involved becomes too laborious, tests
of models similar to those described in Chapter VIII are recommended.
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The analysis including bridge damping is as follows: The damping
resistance considered will be a force distributed along the bridge pro-
portional to the velocity at each point. The velocity of any point of
the bridge at a distance, XB, from the left end is
T7rXB
Sv sin -
L
The damping force is equal to - c
dye
-- pounds per foot where
dt
c = 47rnbm.
This damping conforms with the analysis of Inglis for the British
1928 report.
Load per foot = -47nbm
= - 4rnbmv sin
The deflection ElyB = -4rnbmv
L 4  1
flection = - 4 rnbmv
Introducing
this becomes
L
4
- sin
7r
4
7rXB
- , and the center de-
L
1 L 3
K 48EI '
192nb
7g
wL
-- v.
K
This increment to the deflection must be added to Equation (7)
which then becomes
d"= AD.L. + AL.L. H.B."- -
1 wL a"
2 K g
192nb wL
S-v".
r3g K
P p," T.Xp"
- -- sin --
K g L
(7-d)
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It will be necessary to transform v" into terms of v', a', and a"
before writing Equation (8-D).
At At
v"= v' + a' +-- a"-
2 2
Therefore
192nb wL ' At At_\
3 v' + a/- + a" .
7gr3  K 2 2
The basic equation including velocity damping becomes
AAt / C7 \2 1 wL I CT7 \L
a" -A- A"+ A"+--- + (- B"
2  \ 32L 2 K g \16L
+ = AD.L.+ AL.L."+ AH.B.- d 1 - - (B2A"
7r3g K 2 L 2
V [ 2  ? 192nb wL
- v' t - At -- (: )2A" + 2 -- B"+ 
L 2  L 7 r3g K
S \2 / Cr 2 / C 192nb wL At
-a' - - A"+ - B"+- .(8-D)
2 7 32L 16L 7 K 2
The vertical deflection, velocity, and acceleration of the center of
bridge 21 due to locomotive JI-D with bridge damping is shown on
Fig. 6. The value nb = 4.0 was used in this analysis.
The results of the analysis for this same bridge and locomotive
without hammer blow are shown on Fig. 7. This analysis is identical
with the analysis illustrated on pages 52 to 60 with the omission of
AH.B. in column 10; see sample analysis sheet, page 51.
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VII. APPLICATION OF STEP-BY-STEP ANALYSIS
24. Introduction.-The step-by-step analysis was described in
Chapter VI, and illustrated by the analysis of locomotive Jl-D cross-
ing bridge 21. Field tests have also been made on this locomotive and
bridge.* The present chapter contains further studies to determine the
possibilities and limitations of the step-by-step method in which the
results of the analysis given in Chapter VI will be used as the basis
of comparison.
One important factor in considering an arithmetical solution is the
amount of work involved in making the computations. The amount of
work can be reduced by arranging the computations as suggested in
the previous chapter. The choice of At as a function of the r.p.s. also
reduces the work by making a large part of the preliminary computa-
tions independent of the velocity of the locomotive. Thus analyses can
be made for several velocities without repeating these preliminary
computations.
The length of the time interval, At, requires careful consideration.
It must be kept small enough to reduce the error resulting from the
substitution of small finite for differential increments, Fig. 2, p. 30, but
the smaller the time interval the more work there will be in making the
computations. The interval used was chosen after making parallel
computations using values of At of 1/(8 r.p.s.), 1/(16 r.p.s.), and
1/(32 r.p.s.). Two center-deflection diagrams are given in Fig. 8,
page 62; for one, At = 1/(16 r.p.s.) and, for the other, At = 1/(32
r.p.s.). The computed deflections based upon a time interval of
1/(8 r.p.s.) differed so much from those based on a time interval
of 1/(16 r.p.s.) that a value of 1/(8 r.p.s.) was considered to be too
large, but the small difference resulting from reducing the time interval
from 1/(16 r.p.s.) to 1/(32 r.p.s.) would apparently justify the use
of the former. Therefore a time interval, At, of 1/(16 r.p.s.) has been
used.
Analyses were also made using the first terms only of each of
Equations (3), page 29. This was equivalent to assuming that the
motion of the wheels of the locomotive was identical with the motion
of the points of the beam immediately beneath them. This is ap-
parent if XB is substituted for xp; then the first terms of Equations
(3) become equal to Equations (2). It was found that for speeds
below 5 r.p.s. (70 m.p.h.) the difference was small. Above this
speed the values of the terms containing xp were too large to be
*"Impact on Steel Railway Bridges of Simple Span," J. B. Hunley, Proceedings, A.R.E.A.,
Vol. 37 (1936).
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FIG. 8. COMPARISON OF COMPUTED DEFLECTIONS OF CENTER OF BRIDGE 21
DUE TO SINGLE-AXLE LOAD, USING 16 AND 32 STEPS
PER REVOLUTION IN COMPUTATIONS
neglected. A comparison of the different terms of Equations (3) is
shown on Fig. 9, page 63. It was decided to include the terms con-
taining xp in the computations.
25. Analyses of Equivalent Locomotives.- The analysis of the
locomotive and bridge given in Chapter VI took into account all
thirteen axles, and the results have been used as a basis in judging
whether or not it is feasible to use an "equivalent locomotive" instead
of the actual locomotive in analyses to determine dynamic effects upon
a bridge. An "equivalent locomotive" as the term is used here, is a
locomotive with a smaller number of axles than the actual locomotive,
that will produce dynamic stresses in the bridge sufficiently equal, for
purposes of design, to the stresses produced by the actual locomotive.
Locomotive JI-D was used as the prototype for two equivalent loco-
motives; one equivalent locomotive had five axles, and the other had
one axle. The deflections of bridge 21,* due to these two equivalent
locomotives have been computed, and the dynamic deflections for
these have been compared with the dynamic deflection of the same
bridge due to locomotive J1-D. Data on bridge 21 and locomotive
JI-D can be found on page 36 and on Fig. 4, page 37. The results of
the analysis are shown on Fig. 5.
*The bridge used in the analysis given in Chapter VI.
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FIG. 9. COMPARISON OF VALUES OF TERMS IN EQUATIONS (2) AND (3). DEFLECTION,
VELOCITY, AND ACCELERATION OF BRIDGE 21 AT A DISTANCE Xp FROM THE LEFT
END; SINGLE-AXLE LOCOMOTIVE EQUIVALENT TO LOCOMOTIVE J1-D; COM-
PUTED VALUES, STEP-BY-STEP ANALYSIS; 5 R.P.S.; No DAMPING
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Five-Axle Equivalent Locomotive
The distance between the axles and the load carried on each axle
are given in Fig. 4a, page 37, for locomotive J1-D and in Fig. 4b for
the five-axle equivalent. The first axle load of the five-axle equivalent
is the resultant of the loads on the front truck of locomotive J1-D; the
second axle load is the resultant of the loads on the three drivers; the
third axle load is the resultant of the loads on the rear truck of the lo-
comotive, and the loads on the fourth and fifth axles are the resultants
of the loads on the two trucks of the tender. The circumference of the
single driver of the five-axle equivalent locomotive was the same as
for J1-D; and the hammer blow for the single driver of the five-axle
equivalent was equal to the total hammer blow for the three drivers
of JI-D, or 42 275 pounds at 5 r.p.s.
The reference point that determines the position of the five-axle
locomotive on the bridge is a point 7 feet (5.4 steps) in front of the
single driver, axle 2. The magnitude of the hammer-blow force for any
position of the five-axle locomotive is determined by the angular po-
sition of the counterweight on the single driver when the reference
point is at the left end of the bridge. In this analysis the phase angle
was zero; this made the hammer-blow force zero when the reference
point was at the left end of the bridge, and increasing in magnitude
downward as the five-axle locomotive moved forward.* This method of
expressing the position and phase angle is convenient in making the
transition from prototype to a model as will be done in Chapter VIII.
The procedure for analyzing the five-axle equivalent locomotive
was the same as that used for the analysis of J1-D, described in
Chapter VI.
The total deflection, velocity, and acceleration of the center of
the bridge during the passage of the five-axle equivalent locomotive,
as determined by the step-by-step analysis, are given by the curves
of Fig. 10. The dynamic deflection due to combined hammer blow and
speed effect is represented by the vertical intercept between the two
curves at the top of the figure, one representing total center deflection
and the other representing the static deflection due to live load. This
dynamic deflection of the center as well as the velocity and accelera-
tion are also shown in the figure. Curves similar to those in Fig. 10
are given in Fig. 5 for locomotive J1-D.
The deflection due to speed effect for a five-axle locomotive, similar
to the five-axle equivalent of J1-D except that the driver had no
*See page 38 for details of parallel description for locomotive J1-D.
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FIG. 10. DEFLECTION, VELOCITY, AND ACCELERATION OF CENTER OF BRIDGE 21 DUE TO
FIVE-AXLE LOCOMOTIVE EQUIVALENT TO LOCOMOTIVE JI-D; COMPUTED VALUES,
STEP-BY-STEP ANALYSIS; 5 R.P.S.; No DAMPING
counterweight (five smoothly rolling wheels), computed with the step-
by-step analysis, is shown by the curves of Fig. 11.
Single-Axle Equivalent Locomotive
If a locomotive is assumed to be represented by a single-axle load
with hammer blow, the assumption as to bridge and load in this
analysis will coincide with those made in the analysis by Inglis.*
The single concentrated load was made equivalent to locomotive
J1-D, and the bridge data were the same as for bridge 21.
The single-axle load equivalent to the locomotive was taken, as
suggested by Hunley,t to be a single load which, when placed at the
*See footnote, page 11.
tSee footnote, page 16.
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center of the span, would cause the same maximum static center
deflection as the locomotive. This maximum deflection was assumed to
occur when the locomotive was in the position for maximum moment.
The position of locomotive J1-D for maximum moment was de-
termined, and the static deflection of the center of bridge 21 due to the
locomotive in that position was found to be 0.419 inches. Since the
modulus of the bridge was 840 000 pounds per inch, the weight of the
single-axle equivalent was 840 000 X 0.419, or 350 000 pounds.
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The circumference of the single wheel of the single-axle equivalent
locomotive was the same as that of the drivers of J1-D. The hammer
blow of the single-axle equivalent was taken as equal to the total
hammer blow of locomotive J1-D, or 42 275 pounds at 5 r.p.s. The
phase angle position of the counterweight on the single driver was zero
so that the hammer blow would be zero and increasing in magnitude
downward when the reference point, which is 7 feet (5.4 steps) ahead
of the axle, was at the left end of the bridge. This phase angle and
reference point are consistent with the similar data used in the analyses
of JI-D and the five-axle equivalent locomotive. The procedure in
making the analysis was the same as that used for the analysis of
J1-D, described in detail in Chapter VI.
The total deflection, velocity, and acceleration of the center of
bridge 21 during the passage of the single-axle equivalent locomotive,
as determined by the step-by-step analysis, are given by the curves
of Fig. 12. Similar curves for locomotive J1-D and the five-axle equiv-
alent are given in Figs. 5 and 10, respectively.
The dynamic center deflections of bridge 21 due to the passage of
locomotive J1-D, of the five-axle equivalent of J1-D, and of the single-
axle equivalent of J1-D are shown by the superimposed curves of
Fig. 13. The correct corresponding center deflections will be obtained
when the second driver of locomotive JI-D, (wheel 4), the driver of
the five-axle equivalent locomotive, (wheel 2), and the single axle of
the single-axle equivalent locomotive are all at the same distance from
the left end of the bridge. The reference point of locomotive J1-D,
which locates the distance of JI-D from the left end of the bridge, is
the first driver, (wheel 3). The reference point for the five-axle equiva-
lent locomotive must, therefore, be a point 7 feet (5.4 steps) in front
of wheel 2. The reference point of the single-axle equivalent locomotive
must be a point of 7 feet (5.4 steps) in front of the single axle.
The phase angle of the hammer blow must be the same for all
these locomotives. This was accomplished by making the phase angle
zero, and thus the hammer blow was zero and increasing in magnitude
downward when the reference point of each locomotive was at the left
end of the bridge. It is apparent from these curves that the deflection
due to the five-axle equivalent locomotive approximates very closely
the deflection due to Jl-D, but that the maximum deflection due to
the single-axle equivalent locomotive is considerably greater than the
deflection due to J1-D.
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VIII. DETERMINATION OF IMPACT BY LABORATORY TESTS OF MODELS
26. Description of Apparatus.-The model bridge on which tests
were made consisted of a steel bar simply supported at the ends. The
model locomotive was a series of wheels in a single plane, counter-
weighted below the track for equilibrium. The hammer blow was ob-
tained by means of an eccentric weight on one of the wheels. The rules
of dynamic similitude were observed between the model and prototype.
The apparatus, which is shown in Figs. 14 and 15, was so designed
that it was possible to change and study the following factors in-
dependently:
Bridge Factors
(a) Span length
(b) Weight per foot
(c) Stiffness
(d) Damping force proportional to velocity.
Locomotive Factors
(a) Velocity
(b) Spacing and weight of wheels
(c) Hammer blow.
Although it was possible to vary all of the factors listed, only a
few of these factors were studied in the tests reported in this bulletin.
The following tests were made:
One model bridge was tested under various damping forces, all
proportional to the vertical velocity of the center of the bridge.
Two model locomotives, one a single-axle load and the other a
series of five-axles, were tested at various velocities and with various
hammer blows.
The testing procedure consisted in rolling the wheel or combination
,of wheels over the steel bar at various velocities and making an auto-
graphic record of the center deflection of the bar.
The information obtained was as follows:
(1) Magnitude of static load and hammer blow
(2) Length, weight, and stiffness of bridge
(3) Velocity of load expressed in terms of revolutions per second
of the wheel representing the drivers of the locomotive
(4) Center deflection; a continuous record while load was crossing
bridge
(5) Position of load on bridge relative to the deflection diagram
(6) Location of points of maximum hammer blow relative to de-
flection diagram
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FIG. 15. APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING DAMPING OF BRIDGE PROPORTIONAL TO
VERTICAL VELOCITY IN MODEL TESTS
(7) Experimentally-determined damping force for bridge obtained
from a record showing the rate at which free vibrations diminish.
Items (1) and (2) were computed; items (3), (4), (5), (6), and
(7) were obtained from a deflectometer record. The record was pro-
duced by means of a metal scribe bearing on a strip of specially-pre-
pared waxed paper.
The model bridge was proportioned to represent bridge 21 of the
A.R.E.A. 1936 report. The locomotive models were proportioned to
represent locomotive J1-D of the same report.
The characteristics of both the bridge and the locomotive proto-
types are given in Sections 23 and 25. The model bridge had for its
prototype a 75.5-foot open-deck, single-track, plate-girder bridge. The
prototype for the single-axle model was the single-axle equivalent of
locomotive J1-D; and for the five-axle model the prototype consisted
of the five-axle equivalent to J1-D.*
*One slight difference existed between the single- and five-axle equivalents of locomotive JI-D
described in Section 25, and the prototypes of the models. The hammer blow of the equivalent
locomotives used in the step-by-step analysis was 42 275 pounds at 5 r.p.s., which is the total
hammer blow of locomotive JI-D. This total hammer blow of locomotive J1-D is divided into
three forces on the three drivers 7 feet apart. The single force which will cause the same maxi-
mum static center deflection as these three separate forces is 41 300 pounds at 5 r.p.s. Thehammer blow of the single- and five-axle equivalents of Jl-D was concentrated on one driving
axle, so the hammer blow of the prototype was taken as 41 300 pounds instead of 42 275 pounds
in the design of the models. No other difference existed.
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The following suggestions relative to the design of a model of a
locomotive and bridge are offered:
There are three important scales to consider in designing this model
apparatus; these are the length of the model bridge, the weight of
the model locomotive, and the magnitude of the center deflection of the
model bridge.
The bridge length ratio of the prototype to the model determines
the velocity ratio. For prototype velocities as high as 100 m.p.h.
(150 f.p.s.) the model velocity must be low enough to be controlled.
In these tests the model velocity was kept below 10 feet per second.
The locomotive weight ratio of the prototype to model involves a
matter of judgment as to the strength and rigidity of the whole ap-
paratus. The weight of the model must also be low enough to control
at a velocity of 10 feet per second (or whatever maximum velocity
is used). The model bridge deflection must be large enough to be meas-
ured with a certain degree of accuracy. For example, speed effect is
about 10 per cent of the total deflection. In order that the speed effect
be measured with an accuracy of less than 10 per cent error, the total
deflection must be measured with an accuracy of less than 1 per cent
error.
The conditions of similitude can be obtained from Equation (8),
page 34 of the step-by-step analysis. The condition for similitude
between a model and the prototype is that certain quantities in this
equation shall have the same value for the model as for the prototype.
C P wL xp xp
These quantities are At, C, P , K , L, , AD.L., AL.L., and
L K K L L
AH.B. The model was designed to meet this requirement.
The data for the single-axle prototype and model are as follows:
Single-Axle Model
Locomotive Prototype Model
A single-axle load .............. 350 000 pounds 46.82 pounds
Hammer blow at 5 r.p.s......... 41 300 pounds* 5.522 pounds
Circumference of driver ......... 20.7 feet 19.53 inches
Bridge Prototype Model
Length ...................... . 75.5 feet 71.3 inches
Weight........................ 136 000 pounds 18.18 pounds
Modulus ...................... 840 000 pounds 112.3 pounds
per inch per inch
*See footnote, page 72.
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FIG. 16. PROTOTYPE AND MODEL OF SINGLE-AXLE LOCOMOTIVE
EQUIVALENT TO LOCOMOTIVE J1-D
The model apparatus shown in Figs. 14 and 15 consists of six es-
sential parts, as follows:
(1) Locomotive
(2) Bridge
(3) Reference frame
(4) Deflectometer
(5) Track
(6) Magnets for producing damping.
The single-axle model shown in Fig. 16 consisted of a wheel with
an attached hanger-arm on which weights were so hung as the
center of gravity of the moving mass below the top of the rail, thus
producing stable equilibrium. This is shown in the lower right-hand
corner of Fig. 14. The combined weight of the wheel, hanger-arm, and
weights constituted the weight of the locomotive model. The counter-
weight, which consisted of two discs, one on each side of the wheel, as
shown in the figure, was located and proportioned in such a way as to
comply with the conditions for similitude. The model wheel circum-
ference and length of bridge were proportioned to give a reasonable
velocity of the model along the track; also the conditions of similitude
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were satisfied so that a given r.p.s. of the prototype was equivalent to
the same r.p.s. of the model. This wheel, which represented the loco-
motive, was connected to a similar rear wheel by means of two bamboo
poles, as shown in the figure. The rear wheel, which was counter-
weighted in the same way as the front wheel except that the two
counterweights were 180 degrees out of phase, served as a guide to
hold the front wheel in line. It also served to balance horizontally the
hammer-blow force on the front wheel. The distance between the two
wheels was such that the rear wheel was on the horizontal approach
while the front wheel, the model of the locomotive, was crossing the
model bridge.
The model bridge was a rectangular steel bar 1% a inches x
inches, in the flat position. One end was supported by a pin in fixed
roller bearings, and the other by a pin in roller bearings which rested
on a polished horizontal steel plate. This arrangement was used to
minimize the damping effect of the bearings. The rail consisted of a
12 gauge steel wire on the top of the steel bar.
A reference frame consisting of a steel channel supported from the
ends of the bridge model, carried the deflectometer, as shown in the
lower part of Fig. 14. A metal stylus attached to the mid-point of the
bridge bore upon a strip of waxed paper 4% inches wide. The rolls on
which this strip of paper was wound were rotated by an electric motor,
so that the stylus traced a line on the paper which indicated the
deflection of the center of the bridge.
There were two electrical contacts on the frame of the model loco-
motive. One circuit was closed by a pin on the wheel situated dia-
metrically opposite the counterweight. This circuit was closed during
each revolution of the wheel when the counterweight was at the same
height and in front of the axle, thus indicating the position of the wheel
on the bridge when the hammer blow was zero and increasing in mag-
nitude downward.* The other circuit was closed by two fixed contacts
located exactly in line with the ends of the bridge, thus indicating the
position of the locomotive on the deflection diagram relative to the
ends of the bridge.
A sample record is shown in Fig. 17. The complete record is ap-
proximately 41 inches by 60 inches. It consists of four lines. The
upper line, with its notches, indicates the position of the model loco-
motive relative to the ends of the bridge and the instant when the phase
angle of the counterweight was zero. The second line from the
top is a continuous autographic record of the vertical deflection of the
*Phase angle zero, see page 38.
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center of the bridge, recorded directly, without reduction or multipli-
cation, by a stylus attached to a rod at the center of the bridge. The
third line from the top is a time scale formed by a reed which vibrated
at 120 cycles per second and which was actuated by a solenoid excited
by a 60-cycle alternating current. The bottom line is the fixed base
line. The vertical intercepts between the bottom line and the second
line from the top indicate the deflection of the center of the bridge.
The deflection thus obtained does not include the dead-load deflection.
Damping was produced electrically with the apparatus shown in
Fig. 15. Four aluminum plates were attached to the model of the bridge
at the %, points and moved vertically in strong magnetic fields as the
bridge deflected. Because the force required to move a conductor in a
given magnetic field is proportional to the velocity at which the motion
occurs, the vertical movement of the model of the bridge was re-
sisted by a damping force that varied directly with the velocity of the
bridge.
Five-Axle Model
The general procedure for testing the five-axle model and the data
obtained were the same as for the single-axle model. The principles of
similitude were observed in designing this model of the five-axle
equivalent of locomotive JI-D. The axle loads and spacings of the pro-
totype and model are shown on Fig. 18. It will be recalled that the
five-axle prototype had one driver representing the three drivers of
J1-D. The other wheels represented one each of the front and rear
trucks of the locomotive and one each of the two trucks of the tender.
Moreover, each wheel of the five-axle prototype represented the
resultant of the corresponding group of wheels of J1-D in both magni-
tude and position. The hammer blow on the single driver of the five-
axle prototype was 41 300 pounds at 5 r.p.s.*
27. Results of Tests of Single-Axle Models.-The purpose of the
tests of models was to compare the results of the tests with the results
of a step-by-step analysis of the same models. Because the principles
of similitude were observed in designing the models, the results of the
analyses of the models are identical with the results of the analyses of
the prototypes. In addition, the effect of certain variables was in-
vestigated with the experimental apparatus. It is sometimes more
convenient to obtain the effect of variables over a range of values by
experimental rather than by analytical methods.
The following tests were made with the model of the single-axle
prototype equivalent of locomotive J1-D:
*See footnote, page 72.
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Hammer B/ow 41300/b
at Srp.s.
(a)- Prototype - /iye-Ax/e Pyuiva/en! to Locomot/ve dl/-L
Phase Angle
ta/lrer B/ow 5.S.Z /
(b)-Mode/ of F',e-Ax/e.l Prototyiope Above
FIG. 18. PROTOTYPE AND MODEL OF FIVE-AXLE LOCOMOTIVE
EQUIVALENT TO LOCOMOTIVE J1-D
(a) Tests at 5 r.p.s. with hammer blow, to compare the measured
with the computed deflections
(b) Tests to determine the effect of the phase angle of the counter-
weight upon the center deflection
(c) Tests at 6.25 r.p.s. without hammer blow to determine speed
effect
(d) Tests at velocities of 4.0, 4.4, and 5 r.p.s. with hammer blow
to determine hammer blow plus speed effect.
The results of tests (a), the tests made to determine the deflec-
tion of the center of the bridge at a velocity of 5 r.p.s., are shown in
Fig. 19. In these tests the reference point for the position of the single-
axle model relative to the left end of the bridge is the axle itself. The
phase angle of the counterweight was zero at the instant when the axle
arrived at the left end of the bridge.
There are two curves at the top of Fig. 19. One shows the meas-
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ured center deflection at a velocity of 5 r.p.s. obtained from the de-
flectometer record for a test of the model, and the other shows the
computed static live-load center deflection. The vertical intercepts
between the two curves, which represent the measured dynamic center
deflection due to combined hammer blow and speed effect, is repre-
sented by curve A at the bottom of the figure. The computed dynamic
center deflection due to combined hammer blow and speed effect, as
determined by the step-by-step analysis, is represented by curve B,
which is superimposed upon curve A. The correlation between these
two curves indicates that the measured and computed values of the
deflection at the center of the bridge agree very well. One interesting
feature indicated by both diagrams is that the amplitude of the oscil-
lations increased until the single wheel rolled off the bridge. That is,
the maximum semiamplitude occurred when the static deflection was
nearly zero. It should be noted, however, that this was for a single
axle.
Tests (b), the tests made to determine the effect of the phase angle
of the counterweight upon the center defection, were made with the
model of the single-axle equivalent of locomotive J1-D. The phase
angle of the counterweight was adjusted in four positions 90 degrees
apart, the phase angle being determined at the instant when the axle
arrived at the left end of the bridge. The positions of the counter-
weight just as the axle of the model arrived at the left end of the
bridge are shown at the bottom of Fig. 20, and are designated as phase
angles 0, 90, 180 and 270 deg. The phase angle is measured clockwise
from a horizontal line through the axle directed toward the front end
of the model. All tests were made at a speed of 5 r.p.s. and deflec-
tometer records were made for each phase angle of the counterweight.
The semiamplitude of the oscillations of the center of the bridge due
to hammer blow plus speed effect was determined from the measured
values of the deflectometer record and the computed static live-load
deflection, and the maximum value of this semiamplitude was de-
termined for each phase angle of the counterweight. These values were
entered in column 7 of Table 2. The relation between the phase angle
of the counterweight at the instant when the axle arrived at the left
end of the bridge, and the maximum semiamplitude of the center de-
flection is shown by the upper curve of Fig. 20.
The maximum total center deflection due to a moving live load
minus the maximum static live-load center deflection is equivalent to
what is generally known as impact effect. This is usually written
maximum (live load plus impact) - maximum (static live load) = im-
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Phase Anglr/e of Cou/e'rweih/
wilt S/ny/e Axl/e at Le ft End of Bridge
FIG. 20. EFFECT OF PHASE ANGLE OF COUNTERWEIGHT ON CENTER DEFLECTION TESTS
OF MODEL OF SINGLE-AXLE EQUIVALENT TO J1-D AT 5 R.P.S.; No DAMPING
pact effect. The curves of Fig. 19 show that the maximum center de-
flection due to a moving live load and the maximum static live-load
center deflection of the bridge do not occur at the same position of the
single-axle from the left end. Nevertheless, it is the custom of the pro-
fession to consider this quantity to be the impact effect. The impact,
expressed as a percentage of the maximum static live-load center de-
flection, is
Maximum (live load plus impact) - Maximum (static live load)
X 100.
Maximum (static live load)
Following this custom, the maximum center deflection (the deflection
due to hammer blow plus speed effect and live load) which corre-
sponds to the maximum (live load plus impact), has been entered in
column 4 of Table 2, and designated deflection A. Deflection A minus
the maximum static live-load center deflection has been entered in
column 5 and designated deflection B. The impact percentage as de-
scribed in the foregoing is equal to
Deflection B
X 100
Maximum (static live load) = 0.419
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TABLE 2
INFLUENCE OF PHASE ANGLE OF COUNTERWEIGHT UPON CENTER DEFLECTION
Tests of model of single-axle equivalent of Jl-D; 5 r.p.s.; no damping
Maximum Center Deflection Maximum Semiamplitude
Phase
Velocity Angle ofl it  Counter- Portion of
Model weigh Tr at Spaned Deflection Deflection Deflection B aSemi- Semiamplitudet
of Bridge by Axle 
A  B
t  0.419 tude 0.419
for
Maximum
r.p.s. deg. in. in. per cent in. per cent
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)8)
5.00 0 0.68 0.582 0.163 38.9 0.441 105.2
5.00 90 0.58 0.610 0.191 45.6 0.418 100.0
5.00 180 0.50 0.602 0.183 43.7 0.373 89.0
5.00 270 0.44 0.555 0.136 32.5 0.390 93.2
*Deflection A= maximum center deflection due to hammer blow, speed effect, and live load.
tDeflection B= increase in center deflection; deflection A minus maximum static live-load center
deflection of 0.419 inches. This is the deflection corresponding to what is usually known as impact.
TPercentage of maximum static live-load center deflection.
and this has been entered in column 6 of the same table. The impact
effect computed in this manner will be referred to as the increase in
center deflection. The relation between the phase angle of the counter-
weight when the axle arrived at the left end of the bridge and the de-
flection B in column 5, is shown by the lower curve of Fig. 20.
The ordinates of the curves of Fig. 20 represent the maximum
values of the dynamic center deflections while the axle rolled across
the bridge. The abscissas are the phase angles of the counterweight
at the instant when the axle arrived at the left end of the bridge, as
indicated at the bottom of the figure. Thus, point C shows that when
the axle arrived at the left end with the counterweight at phase angle
0 deg., the maximum semiamplitude of the center deflection that
occurred as the axle rolled across the bridge was 0.441 inches. In con-
trast with this, point D shows that when the same axle with the same
counterweight arrived at the left end of the bridge at the same velocity
but with the counterweight at phase angle 180 deg., the maximum
semiamplitude that occurred as the axle rolled across the bridge was
only 0.373 inches. The difference is due to the difference in the phase
angle of the counterweight. The points representing tht phase angles
of the counterweight have been repeated in the figure to give the con-
tinuity of the curves. It is of interest to note that, for a single-axle
load, the maximum center deflection depends to a considerable extent
upon the phase angle of the counterweight.
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FIG. 21. MEASURED CENTER DEFLECTION OF BRIDGE 21 DUE TO SPEED EFFECT;
SINGLE-AXLE LOCOMOTIVE J1-D WITHOUT HAMMER BLOW; MEASURED
VALUES FROM MODEL TESTS, 6.25 R.P.s.; No DAMPING
Tests (c), the tests designed to determine the speed effect without
hammer blow, were made with a model similar to the model of the
single-axle equivalent of locomotive J1-D except that there was no
counterweight; i.e., with a smoothly rolling single wheel. The tests were
made at a velocity of 6.25 r.p.s. and the results are given in Fig. 21.
The experimentally-determined curve for the center deflection of the
bridge at a velocity of 6.25 r.p.s., (88 m.p.h.) is shown at the top of
the figure superimposed on a curve showing the computed static live-
load center deflection. The vertical intercepts between the two curves,
which are considered as representing the speed effect, are found at the
bottom of the figure. The deflection due to speed effect, though small,
indicates that oscillations developed as a result of speed even with a
smoothly-rolling wheel. The presence of centrifugal effect may also be
observed.
The results of tests (d), the tests at 4.0, 4.4, and 5.0 r.p.s., are given
in Table 3. In these tests the phase angle of the counterweight was
zero at the instant when the axle arrived at the left end of the bridge.
Tests (b) show that this phase angle gives maximum semiamplitude,
and a value of the increase in center deflection slightly smaller than
the maximum. Tests at each velocity were made with each of three
weights of the counterweight. The hammer blow at 5 r.p.s. for the
three counterweights had values of 4.41, 5.52, and 6.62 pounds. The
medium weight, with a hammer blow of 5.52 pounds at 5 r.p.s., cor-
S--- 'Co p ed Satc I - -- -
____ ^ ^ ___ ____ Live-Load __ < _ _
2 ~^ Center Def~e/tc-o, ?
Z3 - - | --
Rig/tEnd
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TABLE 3
INFLUENCE OF VELOCITY AND WEIGHT OF COUNTERWEIGHT UPON
CENTER DEFLECTION
Tests of model of single-axle equivalent of Jl-D; no damping
Phase Maximum Center Deflection
ng e w
Counter- Velocity
Wrisibt, .
Axle at
Left End
of Bridge
deg.
(2)
0
0
0
Model
r.p.s.
(3)
4.03
4.40
4.92
4.06
4.42
5.03
4.01
4.40
4.78
Deflection
A*
in.
(4)
0.465
0.482
0.512
0.510
0.515
0.582
0.535
0.562
0.610
Deflection Deflection Bt
Bt 0.419
in. per cent
(5) (6)
0.046 11.0
0.063 15.0
0.093 22.2
0.091 21.7
0.096 22.9
0.163 38.9
0.116 27.7
0.143 34.1
0.193 46.1
Maximum Semiamplitude
Semi-
ampli-
tude
in.
(7)
0.157
0.198
0.294
0.210
0.292
0.441
0.194
0.320
0.443
Semiamplitudet
0.419
per cent
(8)
37.5
47.2
70.1
50.1
69.7
105.2
46.3
76.3
105.8
*Deflection A= maximum center deflection due to hammer blow, speed effect, and live load.
fDeflection B= increase in center deflection; deflection A minus maximum static live-load center
deflection of 0.419 inches. This is the deflection corresponding to what is usually known as impact.
jPercentage of maximum static live-load center deflection.
responds to that of the model of the single-axle equivalent of loco-
motive J1-D. The other two hammer blows were 20 per cent greater
than and less than this medium value. The speed of 4.4 r.p.s. was the
synchronous speed corresponding to the loaded frequency of the
bridge when the single-axle load was at the center of the bridge.
There are three deflections given in Table 3 which are of particular
interest: (1) column 4 contains the maximum center deflection of the
bridge (the deflection due to hammer blow, speed effect and live load),
designated as deflection A; (2) column 5 contains the increase in the
center deflection, deflection A minus the maximum static live-load
center deflection, which has been designated as deflection B; (3) col-
umn 7 contains the maximum semiamplitude of the oscillations which
indicate the cumulative effect of the hammer blow plus speed effect.
At a velocity above 5 r.p.s. the single wheel with the heaviest
counterweight tended to lose contact with the rail due to the large
vertical acceleration. The deflections in Table 3 for this counterweight
may not be the maximum values.
28. Results of Tests of Five-Axle Models.-The purpose of the
model tests was stated at the beginning of Section 27. Because of the
Hammer
Blow at
5 r.p.s.
pounds
(1)
4.41
5.52
6.62
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close similarity between the results of the step-by-step analysis for
locomotive J1-D and those for the five-axle equivalent, a considerable
amount of experimental data was obtained with this model. From these
data a better picture can be obtained of the effect of a locomotive on
a bridge than has been possible up to the present.
The reference point for the position of the five-axle model from
the left end of the bridge is a point 5.4 steps in front of the single
driver, axle 2. The phase angle of the counterweight is given at the
instant when this reference point arrived at the left end of the bridge.
The following tests were made with the five-axle model of the
five-axle prototype equivalent to JI-D:
(a) Tests to determine the effect of the phase angle of the counter-
weight upon the center deflections
(b) Tests at 3.7, 5.0, 5.7 and 6.3 r.p.s. without hammer blow, with
and without damping
(c) Tests at 3.7, 5.0, 5.7 and 6.3 r.p.s. with hammer blow, with and
without damping
(d) Tests to determine the damping force.
The tests (a) were made to determine whether the phase angle
was significant and, if so, to find the position of the counterweight
for maximum effect to be used in subsequent tests. The phase angle
of the counterweight was adjusted in four positions 90 degrees apart,
the phase angle being determined at the instant when the reference
point arrived at the left end of the bridge. Tests were made by rolling
the model across the bridge with the counterweight adjusted to the
four positions shown at the bottom of Fig. 22. Deflectometer records
of the center deflection were made at each of the velocities 4.15, 5.0,
5.72 and 6.33 r.p.s.
The results of the tests, measured center deflections from the ex-
perimental records, are given in Table 4. Column 1 gives the velocity
of the model in r.p.s., column 2, the phase angle of the counterweight
at the instant when the reference point arrived at the left end of the
bridge.
Columns 3, 4, 5, and 6 contain data relative to the maximum
center deflection of the bridge and the computation of the increase in
center deflection. Column 3 indicates the portion of the span traversed
by the reference point of the model when the center deflection was a
maximum. Column 4 contains the maximum center deflection A (the
deflection due to hammer blow plus speed effect and live load). Column
5 contains the value of the increase in center deflection, deflection A
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minus the maximum static live-load center deflection, which corre-
sponds to maximum (live load plus impact) - maximum (static live
load). This has been designated as deflection B. Column 6 contains the
value of the ratio
Deflection B X 100,
Maximum (static live load)
usually known as the impact effect. Columns 7, 8, and 9 contain data
relative to the maximum semiamplitude of the oscillation. Column 7
indicates the portion of the span traversed by the reference point when
the semiamplitude of the center deflection was greatest; column 8
indicates the maximum semiamplitude; and column 9 indicates the
ratio of the maximum semiamplitude to the maximum static live-
load center deflection.
The effect of the phase angle of the counterweight upon the center
deflection of the bridge is shown by the curves of Fig. 22. The ordi-
nates of these curves represent the increase in center deflection (deflec-
tion A minus the maximum static live-load center deflection), this
quantity being designated as deflection B in column 5 of Table 4. The
S6.33 C, S.7 r...
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abscissas represent the phase angle of the counterweight at the instant
when the reference point arrived at the left end of the bridge.
Additional information on the effect of the phase angle is given
in the following paragraph where the difference between the largest
and smallest dynamic deflection at any one velocity is shown. This
difference is due in part to the phase angle of the counterweight, and
in part to the speed effect. The oscillations due to speed effect are not
necessarily in phase with the oscillations due to the hammer blow.
Therefore, at some points the speed effect may act with the hammer
blow while at other points it may act against the hammer blow.
The differences below are computed with and without speed effect.
With Speed Effect
(1) Increase in center deflection; dynamic deflection obtained from
the difference between the maximum center deflection due to a moving
live load (the deflection due to hammer blow, speed effect and live
load), and the maximum static live-load center deflection. These de-
flections may be found in column 5 of Table 4.
Velocity Phase Angle Increase in Center Differencedeg. Deflection, in. in.
5 r.p.s. 180 Largest 0.349
5 r.p.s. 0 Smallest 0.239 0.110
5.7 r.p.s. 270 Largest 0.356
5.7 r.p.s. 0 Smallest 0.245 0.111
(2) Maximum semiamplitude; dynamic deflection obtained from
the difference between the center deflection due to a moving live
load (the deflection due to hammer blow, speed effect and live load),
and the static live-load center deflection with the model at the same
distance from the left end of the bridge. These deflections are shown
in column 8 of Table 4.
Velocity Phase Angle Maximum Semiamplitude Differencedeg. in. in.
5 r.p.s. 180 Largest 0.398
5 r.p.s. 0 Smallest 0.261 0.137
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Without Speed Effect
(1) Increase in center deflection; dynamic deflection obtained from
the difference between the maximum center deflection due to a moving
live load with hammer blow (the deflection due to hammer blow,
speed effect and live load), and the center deflection due to a moving
live load without hammer blow (the deflection due to speed effect
plus live load) with the model at the same distance from the left end
of the bridge.
Velocity Phase Angle Increase in Center Differencedeg. Deflection, in. in.I-
6.3 r.p.s. 270 Largest 0.263
6.3 r.p.s. 180 Smallest 0. 224 0.039
(2) Maximum semiamplitude; dynamic deflection obtained from
the difference between the center deflection due to a moving live load
with hammer blow (the deflection due to hammer blow, speed effect
and live load), and the center deflection due to a moving live load
without hammer blow (the deflection due to speed effect plus live load)
with the model at the same distance from the left end of the bridge.
Velocity
5.7 r.p.s.
5.7 r.p.s.
Maximum Semiamplitude Difference
in. in.
Largest 0.341
Smallest 0. 296 0.045
From these tests the phase angle of the counterweight for the rest
of the tests was chosen. For velocities of 5 r.p.s. or less a phase angle
of 180 deg. was used, and for those above 5 r.p.s., a phase angle of
270 deg. These were the counterweight positions for maximum in-
crease in center deflection.
Tests (b) were made on the five-axle model without counterweight
to determine the deflection produced by five smoothly rolling wheels.
Except for the lack of a counterweight, the model was identical with
the model of the five-axle equivalent of locomotive JI-D which was
used in the tests just described. The speed effect was obtained by sub-
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FIG. 23. MEASURED CENTER DEFLECTION DUE TO SPEED EFFECT; FIVE-AXLE
MODEL WITHOUT COUNTERWEIGHT TESTED AT VARIOUS VELOCITIES,
WITH AND WITHOUT DAMPING
tracting the computed static live-load center deflection from the
measured center deflection taken from the deflectometer records. The
resulting curves showing the speed effect are given in Fig. 23. Two sets
of tests were made at each of four speeds, 3.7, 5.0, 5.7 and 6.3 r.p.s.
For one set of tests there was no damping (nb = 0) and for the other
set there was a damping which varied with the vertical velocity of the
bridge, and which was represented in magnitude by the expression
nb = 2.* The two speed-effect curves for each of the four speeds, one
*This is explained on pages 47 and 99.
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with damping and the other without damping, are superimposed upon
each other in the figure.
Two dash lines were drawn tangent to the peaks of the curves,
nb = 0, and an average dash line was drawn between them. The ordi-
nates of the average dash line represent the deflection due to centrifu-
gal effect. The oscillations were caused by the series of wheels which
came onto the bridge quickly and imparted a series of impulses to it.
The centrifugal effect and the impulse effect both increased with the
velocity.
Figure 28 shows a comparison between the measured and the com-
puted speed effect. Curve A shows the measured center deflection ob-
tained from the deflectometer record of tests of the five-axle model,
and curve B the computed deflections from a step-by-step analysis of
the prototype of this model, which, because of similitude, will be the
same as an analysis of the model. These curves show close agreement
between measured and computed center deflections for speed effect.
Tests (c) were made with the five-axle model using three different
counterweights. The model was the same as the model of the five-axle
equivalent of locomotive JI-D, except for the weight of the counter-
weight. The variables were velocity and hammer blow. There was no
bridge damping in these tests. Tests were made at approximately each
of the velocities 3.7, 5.0, 5.7 and 6.3 r.p.s. with counterweights which
would give hammer blows at 5.0 r.p.s. of 0.0, 4.41, 5.52 and 6.61
pounds. The hammer blow of 5.52 pounds at 5 r.p.s. is the same as the
hammer blow of the model of the five-axle equivalent of J1-D. The
other hammer blows are 20 per cent greater and 20 per cent less, re-
spectively. The object of the tests was to determine the effect of each
of the factors, velocity and hammer blow, upon the dynamic center
deflection of the bridge.
Deflectometer records were made for each test and the various
deflections were obtained from these curves in the manner already
explained. These deflections are given in Table 5. The relation between
the velocity in r.p.s. and the increase in center deflection, deflection B,
column 6 of Table 5, is given by the curves of Fig. 24. There are four
curves, and each shows the increase in center deflection for a different
weight of the counterweight. The largest value of the increase in
center deflection is at a velocity slightly greater than 5 r.p.s. for all
weights of the counterweight.
Tests were also made with the model with a counterweight pro-
ducing a hammer blow of 5.52 pounds at 5 r.p.s., at speeds of 3.7, 5.0,
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FIG. 24. RELATION BETWEEN VELOCITY AND INCREASE IN CENTER DEFLECTION DUE
TO HAMMER BLOW AND SPEED EFFECT; TESTS OF FIVE-AXLE MODEL WITH
SEVERAL DIFFERENT HAMMER-BLOW FORCES; No DAMPING
5.7 and 6.3 r.p.s. with each of four different magnitudes of the damp-
ing force. The increase in center deflection due to combined hammer
blow and speed effect, obtained from the deflectometer records, is
given in Table 6. The relation between the velocity of the model and
the increase in center deflection, deflection B, due to combined ham-
mer blow and speed effect, is shown by Fig. 25, a separate curve being
drawn for each magnitude of damping. It is noteworthy that the
largest value of the increase in center deflection due to combined
hammer blow and speed effect occurred at a velocity slightly greater
than 5 r.p.s. for all degrees of damping, and that the deflection de-
creased with an increase in the damping coefficient, but at a decreasing
rate.
In order to obtain data on the center deflection due to hammer
blow alone, deflection records were made without a counterweight for
each of these velocities and dampings, using the same five-axle model.
The speed-effect. plus live-load deflection was measured on these
records for the position of the model which gave the maximum center
deflection due to combined hammer blow, speed effect and live load for
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FIG. 25. RELATION BETWEEN VELOCITY AND INCREASE IN CENTER DEFLECTION DUE
TO HAMMER BLOW AND SPEED EFFECT; TESTS OF MODEL OF FIVE-AXLE
EQUIVALENT TO LOCOMOTIVE J1-D; DAMPING VARIED
the counterweight model. The difference between these two deflections
gives the deflection due to hammer blow alone. The data obtained in
this manner are given in Table 7. The relation between the velocity
of the model and the increase in center deflection due to hammer blow
alone is given in Fig. 26, a curve being drawn for each magnitude of
damping. It is significant that the greatest increase in center deflec-
tion due to hammer blow alone occurred at a velocity slightly less than
6 r.p.s., a small increase over the velocity which produced the greatest
increase in center deflection due to combined hammer blow and speed
effect. These deflections decreased with an increase in the damping
coefficient, but at a decreasing rate.
It is possible for the maximum center deflection due to hammer
blow plus live load, to be greater at a position of the model other than
the one at which the maximum due to the combined hammer blow,
speed effect and live load occurs. This was observed on only one
record, for a case in which the velocity was 5 r.p.s. and the damping
na = 0.40.
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FIG. 26. RELATION BETWEEN VELOCITY AND INCREASE IN CENTER DEFLECTION DUE
TO HAMMER BLOW ALONE; TESTS OF MODEL OF FIVE-AXLE EQUIVALENT
TO LOCOMOTIVE J1-D; DAMPING VARIED
The data were as follows:
Portion of Span Traversed by
Reference Point for Maxi-
mum Center Deflection
1.08 .......... .............
0 .8 1 .......................
A
0.709
0.697
Center Deflection, inches
B C D E
0.439 0.270 0.371 0.641
0.461 0.236 0.413 0.649
A = maximum center deflection, hammer blow, speed effect and live load.
B = center deflection, speed effect plus live load with model in same position as
for A.
C = center deflection due to hammer blow, A - B.
D = static live-load center deflection with model in same position as for A.
E = maximum center deflection due to hammer blow plus live load, C+D.
It is interesting to note that the maximum deflection, E, occurred
with the reference point of the model 0.81 of the span from the left
end, whereas the maximum value of A occurred after the reference
point had passed off the bridge.
Tests (d) were made to determine the magnitude of the damping
force. They were made after each set of deflection tests of the model,
SI ~
tL.
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for each amount of damping used. The tests were made by causing
the model bridge to vibrate with a load of about 35 pounds at the
center of the span and making a deflectometer record of the center
oscillations as they died down. The oscillations were started by hand.
The weight was placed at the center in order that a large amplitude
of oscillations could be obtained without causing the ends of the bridge
to be lifted from the supports. The semiamplitudes of four successive
waves were measured on each record, and designated as A, B, C,
and D.
As explained in Section 26, the damping was produced by four
aluminum plates attached to the bridge at the one-fifth points in
such a manner that they moved up and down in a magnetic field as
the bridge oscillated. The strength of the field was adjusted to give
any predetermined magnitude of damping by changing the amperage
in the circuit that excited the field. Since the resistance to the move-
ment of a conductor through a field is proportional to the velocity,
the magnitude of the damping varied with the vertical velocity of the
bridge. The damping in the theory of Inglis* was considered to be a
distributed force resisting the vertical motion of the bridge and di-
rectly proportional to the velocity of the motion at each point. This
theory gives the expression for the distributed damping force as
dy
Damping force = - 4 rnbm--
dt
where
m = mass per unit length of the bridge
y = the deflection of any point a distance x, from the left end
t = time
nb = damping coefficient.
The formula for the ratio at which the amplitude of free vibra-
tion diminishes after every cycle is
R= e - 2 ,r"
in which
R = ratio of successive semiamplitudes
nb = damping coefficient
no = unloaded frequency of bridge.
*A Mathematical Treatise on Vibration of Railway Bridges, pages 16 and 17. C. E. Inglis,
Cambridge University Press.
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An analysis of the same bridge with the same damping force
with an additional weight at the center gives the expression
R = e no) (11)
for the ratio, where no' =frequency of bridge with weight at middle.
The values of nb were derived from the experimental data by the
use of Equation (11), using no= 11.00 cycles per second, and no'= 5.06
cycles per second.
The damping coefficient A is the one used in the A.R.E.A. 1936
report by Hunley. This coefficient is related to nb by the expression
2nbn2
A =- (no)2
where n2 =frequency of bridge loaded with locomotive. For the five-
axle equivalent locomotive and bridge 21, n2= 5.00 cycles per second,
and no= 11.00 cycles per second; for these values, A= 0. 0 8 2 6 nb.
In the tests, four damping forces were used, one at each one-
fifth point, and each force was proportional to the velocity of the
bridge at the point where the force was applied. The moment curves
for the computed and the measured damping forces agree closely,
and the two deflection curves would almost coincide.
The expression for the distributed damping force given in the
foregoing, when transformed into the nomenclature of this bulletin,
becomes
W 7rXB
Damping force = -4rnb- v sin -- . (12)
g L
By substituting the values of vw for prototype and model, the damping
7rXB
force = - 7 04 nbw sin - pounds per foot for the prototype, and
T7XB L
1.19nb sin -- pounds per foot for the model.
L
The substitution for nb and v of their maximum values obtained
in these tests of 2 cycles per second and 0.833 feet per second gives,
for the prototype, distributed damping force =1172 sin -- pounds
pL XB
per foot, and for the model, distributed damping force = 1.97 sin-
L
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TABLE 8
EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR DETERMINING DAMPING COEFFICIENT;
TESTS OF MODELS
Ratios of Successive Semi- Average Values of Coefficient
Record amplitudes A, B, C, D RatiosVoltage N,,mhr for Each
(1) (2)
1-1
18 1-2
5-1
5-2
9-1
36 9-2
16-1
16-2
17-1
54 17-2
24-1
24-2
25-1
72 25-2
32-1
32-2
Ratio A:C
(3)
0.901
0.904
0.906
0.899
0.791
0.791
0.769
0.804
0.699
0.683
0.694
0.673
0.589
0.598
0.577
Voltage
Ratio B:D nb
(4) (5) (6)
0.897
0.899 0.900 0.396
0.897
0.896
0.786
0.781 0.787 0.906
0.774
0.796
0.683
0.677 0.683 1.44
0.675
0.676
0.596
0.589 2.00
0.592
0.581
A
(7)
0.033
0.075
0.119
0.165
pounds per foot. The friction at the ends of the model bridge was
reduced to a minimum by means of roller bearings, so that it was
negligible when compared with the amount of damping used in
the tests.
Deflectometer records of the induced vibration of the bridge were
made in duplicate before and after the impact tests of the model at
each amount of damping, making a total of four records at each
amperage. The ratios of successive semiamplitudes are given in
columns (3) and (4) of Table 8 for the four records at each amperage,
and the averages of the ratios of the successive semiamplitudes for a
given amperage are given in column 5.
IX. RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION
29. Introduction.-The object of this investigation, as indicated
in Chapter I, Section 1, was to examine the literature on the subject, to
study critically certain features of the literature, and to develop ways
and means for further investigation by analytical and experimental
methods. The literature was discussed in Chapters II, III, and IV,
and the scope of this bulletin was stated in Chapter V. The material
selected for critical study is as follows:
(1) The use of a sine curve for the deflection curve of a bridge
in the analysis for center oscillations.
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(2) The representation of a locomotive by a single-axle load in
the analysis of bridge oscillations.
(3) The conclusion that the center oscillation due to a locomotive
hammer blow may be computed by the ordinary theory for the forced
vibration of a spring with velocity damping. This spring theory was
used in the British 1928 report, and in the A.R.E.A. 1936 report, for
the purpose of deriving the impact allowance from field test data. The
factors involved are as follows:
(a) The hammer blow force is applied a limited number of
times for the locomotive, while the spring theory is based on an
infinite number of hammer blows.
(b) The natural frequency of the bridge is changed by the
weight of the locomotive and varies continuously during the pas-
sage of the locomotive, while in the spring theory the frequency
remains constant.
(c) The difference between the hammer-blow effect on the
center deflection when applied over the full length of the bridge,
as occurs during the passage of the locomotive; and when applied
continuously with full effectiveness at the center position, which is
the force-deflection relationship used in the spring theory.
(4) The effect of a smoothly-rolling load on bridge deflections
(speed effect).
(5) The effect of the phase angle of the hammer blow when the
locomotive comes onto the bridge.
(6) Relationship between results obtained by the step-by-step
analysis and by the tests of models.
(7) Comparison of the results obtained with the step-by-step
analysis and by tests of models with the results obtained by other in-
vestigations.
Each of these items will be discussed in turn with reference to the
analytical and experimental data in Chapters VII and VIII.
30. Use of Sine Curve as Deflection Curve of Loaded Bridge.-
The deflection curve of a bridge was assumed to be a sine curve for
the purpose of simplifying the analysis. This assumption determines
the deflection, velocity, and acceleration relationship between dif-
ferent points of the bridge. In order to check this assumption several
comparisons were made between the measured and the computed
values of the center deflection of a bridge due to rapidly moving loads
with and without hammer blow, the measured values being taken
from records of laboratory tests of models in each instance.
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A comparison of the measured and the computed values of the
center deflection due to a single-axle load is given in Fig. 19, page 79.
This is probably the most severe test, since the deflection curve for a
single load will have the greatest deviation from the sine curve. The
large weight of the wheel, relative to the weight of the bridge, would
likewise magnify errors in acceleration because of the large concen-
trated mass-acceleration effect of the wheel. The curves of Fig. 19
show good agreement between the computed and the measured values
of the deflections except at the right end where the wheel goes off
the bridge.
A similar comparison for a series of five axles with hammer blow
is shown in Fig. 27, page 104. As would be expected, the agreement
between the measured and the computed values was much closer for
the five-axle model than for the single-axle model.
A comparison between the measured and the computed values of
the center deflection due to five smoothly-rolling loads without ham-
mer blow is shown in Fig. 28, page 105.
The centrifugal effect and the oscillations due to the impulses of
the individual wheels as they come onto the bridge are evident in
both the measured and the computed deflections. The agreement be-
tween the measured and the computed deflections, considering relative
values, is not as close in this case as in the previous comparison of
hammer-blow effects. It should be noted, however, that the deflection
due to speed effect is only about 0.20 as great as the deflection due to
hammer-blow effect. The amplitude of the oscillation agrees very well,
while the measured centrifugal effect appears to be greater than the
computed centrifugal effect. The maximum measured centrifugal de-
flection is approximately 0.062 inches and the maximum computed de-
flection is 0.054 inches.
The foregoing evidence indicates that the sine-curve assumption is
accurate enough for the computation of the dynamic effect of a series
of wheels with or without hammer blow as used in the step-by-step
analysis.
31. Representation of Locomotive by Single-Axle Equivalent Loco-
motive.-The representation of the locomotive by a single-axle load
was made necessary by the method of analysis of the British 1928
report. The step-by-step analysis makes it possible to introduce a
series of axle loads with the spacings and weights of the locomotive
axles. A study was made to determine whether or not the representa-
tion of a locomotive by a single-axle load introduced errors too large
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FIG. 28. MEASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF CENTER DEFLECTION OF BRIDGE 21
DUE TO SPEED EFFECT; FIVE-AXLE EQUIVALENT TO LOCOMOTIVE J1-D WITHOUT HAM-
MER BLOW; MEASURED VALUES FROM MODEL TESTS; 5 R.P.S.; No DAMPING
to be acceptable. This question was studied in two ways: first, by
comparing the results by analysis for an equivalent single-axle load
and for a series of axle loads; and second, by comparing the results
obtained experimentally, using an equivalent single-axle load and a
series of axle loads.
The term "single-axle equivalent locomotive" may be assumed to
imply that the single-axle load plus the hammer blow will cause the
same maximum center oscillation as the locomotive. This term may
also be assumed to indicate that the single-axle load plus the hammer
blow will cause the same maximum center deflection as the locomotive.
If we consider a single locomotive without any cars following, it
is possible for a single-axle load to be approximately equivalent for
long spans where the length of the locomotive is short as compared
with the span length. This may be demonstrated by plotting, for dif-
ferent span lengths, a term in the preliminary data of the step-by-step
analysis which is a function of the locomotive data.
P 1 7rXp
The term A = -- - sin 2  (see page 34) will serve for
K g L
this purpose. For a single concentrated load this term becomes
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P 1 rXp
- sin 2 - , corresponding to a sine squared curve. When the
K g L
P 1 7rXp
value of A = E-- - sin 2 - approximates a sine squared curve,
K g L
then the locomotive can be represented by a single-axle load.
7rXp
The values of 2P sin 2 - are plotted on Fig. 29 for locomotive
L
J1-D and for different span lengths. From this figure it is apparent
that a single-axle equivalent can be used in place of a single loco-
motive for spans over 200 feet long. It does not follow from this
analysis, however, that two single-axle equivalents can be used for
two locomotives located as required by the British 1928 report-
even for a 200-foot bridge. It should be noted that the effect of a
train following was not considered.
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FIG. 30. LOADED FREQUENCY CURVES FOR BRIDGE 21 LOADED WITH LOCOMOTIVE
J1-D AND WITH SINGLE-AXLE EQUIVALENT OF J1-D
In the choice of a single-axle equivalent, consideration should be
given to the frequency relation of the bridge when loaded with a loco-
motive and when loaded with a single-axle load. Figure 30, above,
shows the relationship between the loaded frequency and position of
load for locomotive J1-D, and for a concentrated load of 350 000
pounds. This figure shows the marked difference between the loaded-
frequency curves for the two locomotives. This difference will decrease
as the span length increases because of the reduction in the ratio of
the weight of the locomotive to the weight of the bridge, and also
because of the reduction of the ratio of the length of the locomotive
to the length of the bridge.
When locomotive J1-D is in the position to cause maximum
moment for bridge 21, the center deflection is 0.419 inches and the
loaded frequency is 5 cycles per second. The single-axle load at the
center which will cause the same deflection as the locomotive is 350 000
pounds, and the loaded frequency in that position is 4.4 cycles per
second. The single axle load at the center which will cause the same
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loaded frequency as the locomotive is 274 000 pounds, and the de-
flection for this load is 0.328 inches.
The discussion in the preceding paragraphs indicates that the use of
a single-axle equivalent for short spans is open to question.
The computed dynamic deflection of the center of bridge 21 due to
combined hammer blow and speed effect is given by the diagrams
of Fig. 13. These curves, which represent computed values obtained
by the step-by-step analysis, indicate that, for bridge 21, the maximum
dynamic center deflection was very nearly the same for the five-axle
equivalent as for locomotive J1-D, and that the deflection was con-
siderably greater for the single-axle equivalent than for either the
five-axle equivalent or locomotive J1-D.
The experimental deflections of the center of the model bridge due
to combined hammer blow and speed effect of the single-axle and
five-axle model locomotives is given by the Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5. Tables
2 and 4 give the following results for a speed of 5 r.p.s. with the phase
angle set to produce the maximum effect.
Single Axle Five Axles
Maximum center deflection.......... 0.610 inches 0.768 inches
Maximum semiamplitude....... .. . . . 0.441 inches 0.399 inches
The data presented indicate that equivalence is possible for long
bridges with a single locomotive without a train. For short bridges the
equivalence of a single load does not seem possible. Equivalence may
be possible with five axles where it is not possible for a single axle.
32. Determination of Center Oscillations of Bridge by Theory of
Forced Vibration of Spring With Velocity Damping.-The conclusion
of the Bridge Stress Committee of Great Britain was that the problem
of a single-axle load moving across a bridge could be simplified to
that of a single-axle load stationary in the middle of the bridge with
the wheel slipping so that the hammer-blow force would be applied at
the same point. This simplification, the British 1928 report stated, pro-
duced very little error in the computed oscillations, and was on the
side of safety. The mathematics of this problem is that of the forced
vibration of a spring with velocity damping. For several reasons, this
conclusion would seem to be in error, particularly for short bridges.
(a) The hammer-blow force is applied a limited number of times
by the locomotive while the spring theory is based on an infinite num-
ber of applications of the exciting force. For a driver circumference
of 20 feet there will be from 3 to 5 applications of the hammer blow
on bridges from 60 to 100 feet in length.
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FIG. 31. RELATION BETWEEN NUMBER AND AMPLITUDE OF OSCILLATIONS OF SPRING
WITH PERIODIC FORCED VIBRATION AND DAMPING; PERIODIC FORCE
SYNCHRONOUS WITH SPRING AND DAMPING PROPORTIONAL TO
VELOCITY; INITIAL DEFLECTION AND VELOCITY ZERO
The relation between the number and the amplitude of the oscilla-
tions of a spring with forced vibration and damping is shown by the
curves of Fig. 31. The initial deflection is zero, the exciting force is
synchronous with the spring, and the damping is proportional to the
velocity. Curves are given for the various degrees of damping repre-
sented by values of nb of 0.0, 0.6, 1.6, 2.6, and 3.6. The limiting value
of the amplitude for an infinite number of cycles is indicated by a
separate horizontal line for each degree of damping. These lines are
the horizontal asymptotes of the curves for the various degrees of
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damping. The modulus of the spring is the modulus of bridge 21 and
the exciting force is the hammer blow of locomotive J1-D at 5 r.p.s.
The span and driver circumference of the bridge and locomo-
tive are 75.5 and 20.7 feet, respectively, which limits the application of
the hammer blow to 3.6 revolutions. The vertical line at the right of
the figure indicates this limit. It is evident that only under very heavy
damping would 3.6 revolutions suffice to build up the maximum am-
plitude. For a smaller damping factor, the amplitude of the oscilla-
tions would be less than the value given by the spring theory because
there would not be enough applications of the hammer blow to build
up the oscillations to the limiting value.
It should be noted that the conditions here are ideal for building
up amplitude, since there is synchronism between the frequency of the
vibrating system and the exciting force, and full effectiveness of the
force in causing deflection. These are the two factors discussed in (b)
and (c) following. Any deviation from these ideal conditions would
decrease the amplitude of the oscillations produced by a finite number
of applications of the force.
(b) The natural frequency of the bridge is changed by the weight
of the locomotive and varies continuously during its passage. In the
spring theory the frequency remains constant. The variations in the
loaded frequency of bridge 21 when loaded with locomotive J1-D and
when loaded with the single-axle equivalent are given by the curves
of Fig. 30.
The results of the analysis for a simple spring with a forced vibra-
tion with damping is shown on Fig. 32. These curves show the semi-
amplitude of oscillation as ordinates to the frequency of the exciting
force as abscissas. The natural frequency of the system is 5 r.p.s. and
the magnitude of the exciting force is equal to the hammer blow of
locomotive J1-D. These curves show the marked effect on the oscilla-
tion of the relationship between the natural frequency of the system
and the frequency of the exciting force. It is only over a narrow range
near synchronism, approximately from 4.0 to 6.0 r.p.s., that large oscil-
lations occur. The theory shows that in this narrow range near syn-
chronism, the exciting force is 90 deg. out of phase with the oscillation
of the system. Outside of this region the exciting force and the system
are in phase. An examination of Fig. 30 shows that with a hammer-
blow frequency of 5 r.p.s. there would be approximately % of the span
length within the 4.0 to 6.0 r.p.s. range, and thus about % of 3.6, or 2.4
revolutions within this narrow range of synchronous behavior. It
should be noted that the amplitude does not immediately spring to
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infinity when synchronism is established, but builds up rapidly ac-
cording to the curves shown on Fig. 31.
(c) When a locomotive passes across a bridge the hammer-blow
force is applied, successively, at various points over the full length
of the span. The hammer-blow force at the quarter point does not
cause as much center deflection as the same hammer-blow force at the
center.
An estimate can be placed on this factor by computing the oscilla-
tion due to the locomotive hammer-blow force crossing bridge 21,
assuming the frequency of the bridge to be constant and equal to
5 r.p.s., and the frequency of the hammer blow to coincide with the
constant bridge frequency. Then the oscillation due to the same ham-
mer-blow force applied at the center only, with the same frequency,
is computed. An estimate shows the deflection for the moving hammer
blow to be 0.37 inches, and for the stationary hammer blow at the
center 0.61 inches, the number of applications of the hammer blow
being 4 in each instance.
I 1 1 1 ...
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C rve Coeff "cIe---'- --f= II__ / 1\\\\_____
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This analysis shows that the distribution of the hammer blows on
the span has a considerable effect on the oscillations which they
produce.
The three factors discussed in (a), (b) and (c) combine to reduce
the amplitude of oscillation in the following manner:
Spring theory:
(a) Infinite number of revolutions of hammer blow at 5 r.p.s.
(b) Constant spring frequency of 5 r.p.s.
(c) Full effectiveness of hammer-blow force
Spring theory:
(a) 3.6 revolutions of hammer blow at 5 r.p.s.
(b) Constant spring frequency of 5 r.p.s.
(c) Full effectiveness of hammer-blow force
Bridge with single-axle equivalent locomotive crossing:
(a) 3.6 revolutions of hammer blow at 5 r.p.s.
(b) Variable bridge frequency (Fig. 30)
(c) Reduced effectiveness of hammer blow because of posi-
tion on bridge
Bridge with locomotive J1-D crossing:
(a) 3.6 revolutions of hammer blow at 5 r.p.s.
(b) Variable bridge frequency (Fig. 30)
(c) Reduced effectiveness of hammer blow because of posi-
tion on bridge
Deflection,
No Damping,
in.
Infinite
0.57
0.44
0.40
33. Effects of Smoothly-Rolling Load.-The effects of a smoothly-
rolling load were studied both analytically and experimentally. The
results were discussed in Sections 27 and 28. Tests were made using
a single-axle model and a five-axle model, and the excellent data ob-
tained provided insight into this dynamic phenomenon. The dynamic
effect of a smoothly-rolling load may be subdivided into three parts
as follows:
(a) Centrifugal effect of the wheels following the curved path of
the deflected bridge; this results in a general increase in the bridge
deflection as a whole.
(b) The oscillations due to the sudden application of the wheel
loads as they come on the bridge; the wheels impart a series of down-
ward impulses to the bridge which cause it to oscillate.
(c) In a bridge with a floor system of stringers and floor beams a
downward impulse is given to the bridge by each wheel as it crosses
the floor beam. An oscillation of considerable magnitude can result
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from this impulse, if the spacing of floor beams and wheels and the
velocity is such as to produce cumulative effects.
These features are discussed in greater detail in the following
paragraphs.
(a) Figures 7, 11, 21, 23, and 28 show the center deflection due to
speed effect. Centrifugal effect results in a general increase in the static
live-load deflection which causes the oscillations evident in the figures
mentioned to be displaced below the horizontal zero line. The amount
can be found by drawing two envelope curves, one at the top and the
other at the bottom of the peaks of the oscillation, and then drawing
an average line between them which will represent the centrifugal
effect.
The maximum center deflections due to centrifugal effect obtained
from these figures in this manner are all small. From Fig. 21 the cen-
trifugal deflection for a single-axle load at 6.25 r.p.s. is 0.01 inch,
and from Fig. 23-b the deflection for five axles at 5.7 r.p.s. is 0.024
inch. Expressed as percentages of the maximum static live-load deflec-
tion these values would be 2.4 and 5.7, respectively.
The centrifugal effect in the step-by-step analysis is represented
T72  T'Xp
by the term -d- (.p)2 sin - of Equation (3c), page 29. The
L 2  L
effect of this term on the computed speed effect for five axles is
shown by curve B of Fig. 28.
(b) The oscillations due to a series of smoothly-rolling loads are
very interesting. Experimental curves for single-axle and five-axle
models are shown in Figs. 21 and 23, respectively, and both experi-
mental and computed curves in Fig. 28.
The test of the single-axle model is of qualitative significance only,
since a single axle with a weight half that of the locomotive cannot
be representative of the prototype. It does, however, show that a load
rolling suddenly onto a bridge causes an oscillation of appreciable
magnitude.
The single-axle load caused a maximum semiamplitude of 0.035
inch due to the sudden application of a heavy-rolling load, as shown
by Fig. 21. There can be no cumulative effect since there is only one
axle load. The left end of the deflection diagram indicates what is
happening. This portion of the diagram shows the center deflection at
the instant when the load comes onto the bridge. The load is traveling
at the high speed of 130 feet per second. The load, coming onto the
bridge quickly, acquires a large downward acceleration and the inertia
of the bridge resists this acceleration. As a result, the deflection of
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the center when the axle is near the left end is less than the static
live-load deflection for the corresponding positions of the axle. The
forces acting on the wheel and bridge are not balanced, and as a result
the two bodies acquired kinetic energy, hence the oscillations.
The five-axle model load consisted of much smaller individual
loads than the single-axle load, and the series of wheels made cumu-
lative oscillations possible. The magnitude of these oscillations, and the
manner in which they increase in amplitude clearly indicate accumu-
lation due to the series of impulses.
The proportions of the model were such that there was a series of
wheels at approximately equal distances, and the spacing was approxi-
mately equal to the circumference of the driver. Consequently, the
model produced a series of downward impulses on the bridge which
were equally spaced with respect to time. At velocities of 5 and
6 r.p.s., the frequency of the impulses was approximately the same as
the loaded frequency of the bridge, so that cumulative oscillations
were possible.
The curves of Fig. 23 show an increase in amplitude up to a maxi-
mum of 0.06 inch at 5.7 r.p.s., and then a decrease at 6.33 r.p.s. This
result is reasonable when one considers the loaded frequency as shown
by the curve on Fig. 30.
It is interesting to note that by varying the wheel spacing one
could produce a series of impulses that would coincide with the vari-
able loaded frequency of the bridge.
The curves of Fig. 23 show that the oscillations are affected by
damping because of their high frequency and consequent velocity.
The increase in center deflection due to a smoothly-rolling load,
which includes centrifugal effect plus the oscillation, is shown by the
lower curve of Fig. 24. The maximum deflection due to the moving
load minus the maximum static live-load deflection is plotted against
velocity in r.p.s. This deflection is approximately two-thirds oscillation
and one-third centrifugal. The maximum value is 0.07 inch, or 17
per cent of the maximum static live-load deflection.
It is evident from the analysis of the prototype shown on Fig. 7,
that the thirteen axles would not cause as large oscillations as the
five axles of the model shown on Fig. 11. It cannot be overlooked,
however, that it is possible to group the wheels of the prototype in
such a way that they will produce oscillations. A group of wheels
closely spaced might act together to cause a joint impulse. In this way
the thirteen-wheel locomotive might have an effect similar to that of
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the five-wheel model. The group effect of the three axles of each of
the two trucks of the tender is evident in Fig. 7.
These tests indicate that centrifugal effect is of no great importance
for the set of conditions tested, and probably this is true in general.
The oscillations obtained are interesting, and will prove, undoubtedly,
the most significant part of speed effect.
(c) No experiments were made with a flexible floor system. A 100-
foot bridge with five 20-foot panels would receive four impulses with a
frequency of 4 cycles per second from a single load with a velocity of
80 feet per second. Since 4 cycles per second is the approximate loaded
frequency of such a bridge, cumulative oscillations are possible. The
discussion in part (b) indicates that tests for this effect would pro-
duce some very interesting results, and such tests could easily be made.
34. Effect of Phase Angle of Hammer Blow Upon Oscillations.-
The effect of the phase angle of the hammer blow on the oscillations
was investigated in the A.R.E.A. 1911 tests. No definite conclusions
could be drawn from the results of the field tests. No other significant
information is available.
The effect of the phase angle of the counterweight upon the maxi-
mum center deflection for the single-axle model and for the five-axle
model, is shown by the curves of Figs. 20 and 22. Data on both the
increase in center deflection and the amplitude of oscillation are given
on Tables 2 and 4.
It is apparent that the phase angle is significant for short spans.
There are two factors involved: one, the relation of the position of the
maximum downward value of the hammer blow to the center of the
bridge; and the other, the number of hammer blows within that part
of the span length where there is approximate agreement between the
loaded frequency of the bridge and the frequency of the hammer blow.
The data for the five-axle model are the most significant. The
curves of Fig. 22 show a considerable variation in the increase of center
deflection due to the change of the phase angle. These deflections,
which are for hammer blow plus speed effect, show the largest differ-
ence in the increase in center deflection to be 0.111 inch, or 26.5
per cent of the maximum static live-load deflection. Additional data
presented show that the increases in center deflection due to hammer
blow alone can differ by 0.039 inch or 9.3 per cent of the maximum
static live-load deflection.
In the tests with five axles the phase angle of the counterweight
to give maximum center deflection was the same as that for maximum
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semiamplitude at velocities of 4.15, 5.00 and 5.72 r.p.s. At the highest
velocity of 6.33 r.p.s., however, the phase angle was different. The posi-
tion of the counterweight to cause maximum center deflection was used
in the remainder of tests b and c.
In the tests without damping, the position of the reference point
when the maximum center deflection occurred was well past the posi-
tion for maximum moment (0.75L for the five-axle model) at the
velocities of 5.00 and 5.72 r.p.s. In the tests with damping the maxi-
mum center deflection occurred with the model approximately in the
position for maximum moment. The one exception, velocity 5 r.p.s. and
nb - 0.40, gave a maximum center deflection for hammer blow plus
speed effect and live load with the reference point at 1.08L, and a
maximum center deflection due to hammer blow plus live load with
the model at 0.81L.
It can be said for the five-axle model that the maximum center
deflection and maximum semiamplitude occurred with the same phase
angle of the counterweight. Both of these deflections occurred with the
model approximately in the position for maximum moment and for
maximum static live-load deflection.
35. Relationship Between Results Obtained by Step-by-Step An-
alysis and by Tests of Models.-Tests of models were made to dem-
onstrate the possibilities of model testing as a tool for determining
the impact on railway bridges. Parallel investigations were made with
the step-by-step analysis and with tests of models of the single-axle
and the five-axle equivalents of locomotive J1-D. Agreement be-
tween the results obtained by the two methods would be evidence that
both methods gave satisfactory results.
The dynamic deflection at the center of bridge 21, caused by the
single-axle equivalent of J1-D as it rolled across at 5 r.p.s. is given by
the two curves, A and B, at the bottom of Fig. 19. Curve A repre-
sents results obtained from tests of the model and Curve B represents
values obtained by the step-by-step analysis. These curves show that
the values of the dynamic center deflection obtained by tests and by
the step-by-step analysis agree closely. The greatest difference occurs
as the model is about to go off the bridge, at this position the static
live-load deflection was very small.
The dynamic deflection at the center of bridge 21 caused by the
five-axle equivalent of locomotive J1-D as it rolled across at 5 r.p.s.
is given by the diagrams of Fig. 27. Curve A represents the results of
the model tests and Curve B represents the results of the step-by-step
analysis.
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The same five-axle equivalent locomotive without counterweight
was tested and the results compared with those of the analysis. The
results are shown on Fig. 28. Curve A represents the results of the
model tests, and Curve B represents the results of the step-by-step
analysis.
The degree of agreement obtained between the results obtained
with the step-by-step analysis and those obtained by the tests of
models indicate that both methods give results acceptable in deter-
mining the dynamic deflection due to combined hammer blow and
speed effect, and that due to speed effect alone.
36. Comparison of Results Obtained in This Investigation With
Results Obtained by Other Investigations.-In the A.R.E.A. 1911
report, the significance of the hammer blow and the cumulative oscil-
lations of the bridge were first recognized. They were studied experi-
mentally by means of field tests, and analytically to obtain a rela-
tionship between the frequency of the hammer blow and the loaded
frequency of the bridge.
The British 1928 report made use of a fully-developed theory for
the dynamic center deflection. This theory was checked by comparison
with field tests, and then used to formulate an impact allowance.
The A.R.E.A. 1936 report made use of the theory of the British
report to derive the damping coefficients for American bridges. The
same theory was used to obtain an impact allowance. The utilization
of the analysis in these reports is discussed in Chapters III and IV.
The data obtained by the tools developed in this bulletin are
similar to those used by the A.R.E.A. 1936 and the British 1928 re-
ports. These data are presented in the form of computed and experi-
mental center-deflection curves, and curves relating dynamic deflection
and frequency of hammer blow. In addition, new material on speed
effect was obtained.
A comparison will be made between the data in this bulletin and
the data in the reports. Some of the difficulties involved in the use of
these data to derive rules for impact allowances will be discussed.
The verification of theory with field tests in the British 1928 re-
port was made with long span bridges and short, light locomotives. A
question still remains as to whether or not the measured and com-
puted values of the center deflection would have been in fair agreement
if short spans and heavy locomotives had been used. This question
was discussed in Section 31. It is certain that the dynamic deflections
for a single-axle load, the loading used in the British theory, do not
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conform with those for a series of axles, both equivalent to the same
locomotive. The step-by-step analysis makes it possible, however, to
compute accurately the deflection due to a series of axles. Data on
bridge damping and on the spring action of the locomotive are still
incomplete. These data must be obtained before computations of
bridge deflections can be made which would be acceptable as repre-
senting the true deflections.
In the British 1928 report, the analysis for a single axle crossing
the bridge was simplified to that of a stationary single axle on the
bridge with the wheel skidding. The solution of this problem is iden-
tical with that of the forced vibration of a spring with damping. This
same theory was used in the A.R.E.A. 1936 report. The usual method
of presenting the results of this analysis is to draw a diagram showing
the maximum dynamic deflections for various amounts of damping as
ordinates, to the r.p.s. of the hammer blow as abscissa. It will be
interesting to compare these theoretical curves for a spring with
similar curves obtained experimentally for a model bridge and loco-
motive. A set of curves based on the theory of a damped spring is
shown on Fig. 32, page 111. These curves should be compared with
those of Figs. 25 and 26 which were obtained experimentally with the
five-axle model. The hammer blow and modulus of the spring were
the same as those of locomotive J1-D and bridge 21. There is evi-
dently very little similarity between the spring and the bridge curves.
An explanation of the difference between the ordinates of the
curves of Figs. 25 and 26 and those of Fig. 32 for the same amount of
damping is given in Section 32.
The curves of Figs. 25 and 26 show the following interesting
points: The phenomenon of cumulative oscillations is evident; the
curves rise sharply from about 4 r.p.s. and then show a decrease as
the velocity increases. These curves do not show a narrow peak as do
the spring curves, but a range of velocities from 5 to 6 r.p.s. over
which maximum values occur. The curves do not show a sharp drop-
ping off as the velocity increases past the maximum deflection. This is
due to the variable loaded frequency of the bridge and locomotive,
and also to the fact that the hammer blow increases as the velocity
increases.
A comparison of Figs. 25 and 26 shows that there is a change in the
deflection when the speed effect is subtracted. This is true even at the
lower velocities. When a comparison is being made between field test
data and computed data, curves similar to those of Fig. 26 should be
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used since these deflections are due to hammer blow plus speed effect
as are the field deflection data.
The theory presented in the British 1928 report was used in the
A.R.E.A. 1936 report to obtain curves of maximum dynamic deflection
as ordinates to r.p.s. as abscissa. These curves are identical with those
of Fig. 32. The results of field tests were plotted on the same diagram
and the curve which best fitted the field data was selected. In this
manner the damping coefficient of the bridge was taken from that of
the curve selected. It is evident that the damping coefficients obtained
in this manner will represent the effect of all the factors that limit the
dynamic effect, and not merely the loss of energy due to friction, that
is, bridge damping. It is possible that other factors may be involved,
such as a spacing of the locomotive axles which would influence the
speed effect, or a circumference of the drivers which would determine
the number of applications of the hammer blow. If these factors and
others listed on page 122 have appreciable influence, the damping
coefficients that would be obtained for a particular bridge would
depend upon the characteristics of the locomotive used in the test,
and different values would be obtained from different locomotives.
The effect of damping upon the various parts of the live-load de-
flection is interesting. The diagrams of Fig. 23 show that damping
has little, if any, influence on centrifugal effect, since the deflection
is about the same for nb = 0 and nb = 2. This is reasonable since the
damping is proportional to the vertical velocity of the bridge, and
the centrifugal effect is a relatively slow motion as compared with the
oscillations due to hammer blow or speed effect. The effect of damp-
ing on the oscillations due to speed effect is marked. These oscillations
do not die cut, however, as has been suggested by the theory of the
Bridge Stress Committee, since they are caused by a series of impulses
which constitute a forced vibration that continues while the wheels are
coming onto the bridge.
The curves of Figs. 25 and 26 for hammer blow almost coincide
up to 4 r.p.s., and this indicates the slight effect of damping on the
deflection up to this velocity. In order to obtain the bridge damping
from these curves by the method employed in the A.R.E.A. 1936 report
it would be necessary to have field deflection data for velocities be-
tween 5 and 6 r.p.s. where the curves are separated. A 20-per-cent
error in the field deflection data at 4 r.p.s. could make an error of
100 per cent in the maximum deflection indicated by the selected curve.
Figure 33 shows the maximum dynamic deflections for each of four
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FIG. 33. COMPARISON OF DYNAMIC DEFLECTIONS OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMS
DUE TO SAME PERIODIC FORCE
systems A, B, C, and D plotted against the damping coefficient nb*.
These curves show the considerable difference between the maximum
deflections for the spring and for the bridge. Curves A and B converge
rapidly, as would be expected from Fig. 31, which shows that for heavy
damping only a few revolutions of the forced vibration are necessary
to build up the maximum amplitude. Curves C and D appear to main-
tain an approximately constant percentage difference.
Where the damping is heavy, large changes in the damping make
little change in the deflection. Therefore, accurate determinations of
nb by the use of locomotive field-deflection measurements would be
difficult.
The apparent magnitude of the damping force as indicated by
theory and tests is significant. In order to obtain a measure of the
damping force, the distributed force will be reduced to an equivalent
centrally-applied force which will cause the same center deflection
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192wL(see page 47). This force would be -- nbv = 26 2 0 0 nbV pounds. The
7r3g
results of model tests given on Fig. 26 show a maximum dynamic
deflection of 0.18 inch at 5.8 r.p.s. for a value of nb =2. Assuming
simple harmonic motion, an amplitude of 0.18 inches would be as-
sociated with a velocity of 6.56 inches per second. These values of
nb and v give for the equivalent central force
6.56
26 200 X 2 X - = 28 700 pounds.
12
The maximum damping force for the prototype would be 28 700
pounds as compared with a hammer blow of 55 000 pounds and the
total weight of locomotive J1-D, 650 000 pounds.
This is a very large damping force, and raises the question as to
the manner in which the energy is dissipated. A force of this magnitude
would do about (% X 0.18 X 28 700) 2 = 6890 inch pounds of work
per cycle with a semiamplitude of 0.18 inches. With a frequency of
5.8 per second the horsepower would be 6.1.
A figure can be placed on the loss of energy due to hysteresis.
The width of the hysteresis loop is given in Morley's "Strength of
1
Materials"* as about - of the total strain. The stress at the center
300
of the span for ±+0.18 inch deflection would be equivalent to ±+3100
pounds per square inch, or a total variation of 6200 pounds. Work
2 (6200
per cycle is equal to the area of the hysteresis loop, or, - (6-- X
1 3
- X 6200 = 0.00285 inch pounds per cycle, per cubic inch. An
300
estimate of 0.7 of the total steel in the bridge at this stress is 80 000
pounds. This gives the total work per cycle for the bridge as 805
inch pounds.
An estimate of the work done by the sliding of the end bearings
can be made for comparison with the work done by the hammer blow.
The maximum end reaction for bridge 21 would be about half the
weight of the locomotive and bridge, or 400 000 pounds. The distance
of sliding motion due to a center stress of +- 3100 pounds per square
inch is about
2 3100 X 75.5 X 12
2 X - ) = 0.125 inches.
*Morley's "Strength of Materials," 8th Edition, page 99.
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Assuming a coefficient of kinetic friction of 0.1 for steel on steel the
total work per cycle is
2 (0.1 X 400 000 X 0.125) = 10 000 inch pounds.
These figures are offered only as an indication of the order of
magnitude.
Inglis, who developed the theory for the British 1928 report, as-
cribes a considerable amount of damping to continuity of the track at
the abutment. This resistance is in the form of couples resisting the
angular deflection of the bridge ends, and he states that this resistance
is very important for short span bridges.
The damping coefficients recommended by the British 1928 report
are much smaller than those recommended by the A.R.E.A. 1936 re-
port. A comparison for bridge 21 gives nb = 0.6 or A = 0.05 from the
British report; and nb = 3.9 or A = 0.32 from the A.R.E.A. report. It
must be remembered that there are great differences between the
bridges and locomotives of the two countries. The British report states
that the damping coefficients were obtained by field experiments from
residual oscillations. The exact procedure is not clearly stated, but
from the information given, it appears that the coefficients were de-
rived from the rate at which the vibrations set up by the passage of
the locomotive died out. The obvious need is for field tests to de-
termine damping coefficients. These should be made with the bridge
loaded, and by the use of an oscillator or some other apparatus which
determines damping directly.
The field tests of the A.R.E.A. 1936 report obtained a maximum
semiamplitude of deflection of 0.15 inch for bridge 21 and loco-
motive JI-D. The author believes that bridge damping due to friction
is not sufficient to account for this limitation of deflection. A number
of factors can be listed which might be termed damping if the word
is generalized to mean anything which will limit the oscillation of a
railway bridge and prevent the infinite oscillation associated with the
forced vibration of a spring. Some of these factors are listed below:
(1) Friction of the bearings of the bridge
(2) Friction within the material of the bridge systems
(3) Interference by the vibrations of individual bridge members
(4) Friction of ballast
(5) Interference due to rough or uneven track
(6) Slip of the locomotive drivers
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(7) Variation of frequency of the bridge due to weight of the
locomotive
(8) Limitation by the span length of the number of applications
of the hammer blow
(9) Distribution of the hammer-blow force over the span length
(10) Spring action of the locomotive
(11) Friction of the locomotive springs
(12) The fact that the locomotive is not a series of independent
loads, but a large unit composed of the cab, boiler, firebox, and en-
gine frame supported on the locomotive axles and wheels through an
equalizer system.
Item (10) seems to hold the most promise for investigation. The analy-
sis for bridge 21 and locomotive J1-D on pages 52 to 60 indicates that
some motion is possible and even probable. The vertical acceleration
of the center of the bridge is given in column (3) in inches per second
per second.
The maximum accelerations and deflections (less AD.L. = 0.145) are
as follows; the position of the locomotive is given in terms of the
distance of the first driver from the left end.
Taking, for example, the position 0.41L, these figures indicate that
if the force necessary to overcome resistance to the motion of the
axles relative to the sprung weight of the locomotive were less than
0.18 of the sprung weight, then the axles would move relative to the
sprung weight. Since this force has been estimated as approximately
0.15, this motion would have occurred under the test conditions of
nb = 0 and 5 r.p.s. Such a motion would throw the action of building
up the amplitude out of phase and limit the amplitude of oscillation.
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The amplitude of the center deflection at the particular point selected
above was only 0.065 inches or 16 per cent of the static live-load
center deflection.
X. CONCLUSIONS
37. Conclusions.-Only one bridge and locomotive have been in-
vestigated in this bulletin, and therefore, no sweeping statements will
be made on impact in general. As has been stated before, the author's
principal objective was to develop reliable and practical tools of an
experimental and analytical nature to be used in planning field tests
and to aid in the interpretation of the results. It is believed, however,
that the following statements have been justified by the analyses and
discussions contained in the previous chapters.
(1) In the analysis of bridge oscillations due to hammer blow,
each locomotive can be represented by an equivalent single-axle load
for spans over 200 feet in length. For spans below 200 feet it is neces-
sary either to use a five-axle equivalent locomotive, or to introduce
into the analysis the axle loads and spacings of the locomotive. The
step-by-step method is an accurate and practical method of analyzing
the motion of a bridge due to a series of axle loads.
(2) The factors listed below have an important bearing on the
oscillations due to hammer blow on short and medium length bridges.
(a) Variation of the loaded frequency
(b) Limitation by the span length of the number of applica-
tions of the hammer blow
(c) The effect of the distribution of the hammer-blow force
over the span length.
These factors cause large differences between the results obtained by
the use of the spring theory and those obtained by the equivalent
single-axle load.
(3) Bridge damping factors obtained indirectly by the use of the
spring theory will be affected by bridge and locomotive characteristics
as well as by true damping, which is usually considered to be a loss of
energy due to internal or external friction. It seems probable that
bridge damping for short spans is much smaller than has been indi-
cated by the A.R.E.A. 1936 report. The limitations of amplitude in-
volves spring action of the locomotive, as proven by the accelerations
indicated in the analysis made by the author.
(4) Centrifugal effect is relatively small, being of the order of
5 per cent of the total dynamic effect.
(5) Oscillations due to the sudden application of the wheel loads
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do not die out because of damping, as previous theory suggests. Syn-
chronous impulses may result from the relation between the axle
spacing, the locomotive speed, and the loaded frequency of the bridge,
which will result in a considerable amplitude of oscillation. This is
significant for locomotives either with or without hammer blow.
(6) The phase angle of the hammer blow is of importance in de-
termining the maximum dynamic effect due to hammer blow.
(7) On short and medium length spans, large oscillations may oc-
cur over as much as a 15 m.p.h. range of velocity.
(8) The curves relating amplitude of oscillation due to hammer
blow to the r.p.s. of the locomotive driver are very different from
comparable curves for the forced vibration of a spring with damping.
(9) Analytical and experimental tools developed in this investiga-
tion make it feasible to investigate quickly and easily the importance
and influence of the many factors that enter into the impact in railway
bridges. This method makes it possible to plan field tests efficiently
and should result in reducing the number of field tests, with a result-
ing economic advantage. For example, an examination of Fig. 24,
page 93, shows that field tests below a speed of 4.5 r.p.s. would be
useless, and that a speed of 5.5 r.p.s. should be used. Further, it is seen
that the phase angle of the hammer blow should be recorded, and if it
is not in the position for maximum dynamic effect, the results could be
modified by the use of a curve similar to the experimental curve,
Fig. 22, page 86, which shows the relation between phase angle and
dynamic deflection. It would be possible, for instance, to use tests
of models to determine the dynamic effect of rail joints: a problem
which is still in an unsatisfactory stage of solution. A qualitative rela-
tionship between deflection and velocity could be obtained by intro-
ducing a joint in the rail of the experimental bridge and making a
series of tests with a single-axle load. A few field tests, guided by the
laboratory tests of models, would provide the necessary scale and an
adequate expression for the impact.
The results obtained from the step-by-step analysis and from the
laboratory experimental apparatus described in this bulletin sufficiently
demonstrate the usefulness of these methods as tools in furthering the
study of impact. The tests and analyses indicate that field tests require
supplementary investigations, and these methods provide a reliable and
economical procedure.
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